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• Armed on campus
Weapons possession gives some students added sense or security
Weapons & Violence
On Campus
By Matt Wickenheiser
Staff Writer
(Editor's ROM: This is the first
of three articles examininR the
issue of weapons and violence on
campus.
Shootings, stabbings. mug
gings, rapes, brawls -- the list of
s )(tient crimes goes on and on But
not in Maine
Or does it?
Perceptions of cnme are influ-
enced by various sources, the most
notable being the media People in
Maine. and at the University of
Maine. are responding to the threat
of crime by arming themselves.
The question then becomes
whether people are (is erreacting to
imagined threats, or are taking rea-
sonable precautions?
Three 11Maine students have
shared their views on why they
now or in the past have carried
weapons here on campus Each
has asked that real names not be
used, due to the nature of the issue.
John is a first-year student who
came to UMaine from a small town
in this state Ile felt as though be was
coming to the big city. w ith greater
amounts of different people
l'or about a month, to feel safer
on campus, John carried a 40- Connecticut, carries O.C. spray,
caliber handgun commonly known as pepper spray .
According to John. it was easy but cloesn't bring his pistol on cam-
to get a gun He turned IS. and pus.
applied for a concealed weapons "Carrying a gun would be over-
permit Because he had a clean board," Steve said,
record, he ran into no obstacles. Steve worked in Hartford,
After a month, however, he Conn as an ambulance attendant
stopped carrying the handgun. When on duty, he would not only
"I didn't see a use for can-ying have a gun, but a bullet-proof vest
it around," he said. By law, ambulance workers
John said the closest he had can't hann a patient, and police are
come to a dangemus situation was usually present on a call. He car-
a near fight he and some friends ned "just in case"
almost got into A reason he no He explained that his partner
longer cames, he said, is that he was almost shot once while re-
said he fee Is UMaine Public Safe- sponding to a call
ty officers are doing their job. Steve. as well as John, both
"Cops are a figure. a feeling of receised training in firearm safety
security,- he said through the National Rifle Associ
Steve, a third-year snident fntm ation General laws, safe use and
In the final moments
Paul Kariya sits in the penalty box during the Black Bear 7-3 loss to UNH Friday The game
may have been Kariya's final appearance in a UMaine uniform For further details, see page
17. (Boyd photo.)
storage and a shooting test were all
part of the course
John said he had grown up with
handguns. and was hunting at age
nine He said he felt comfortable
with guns, and that he knew how to
use them.
"I'm responsible — a lot of peo-
ple aren't," he said. 'There's ya-
hoos out there who don't know the
barrel from the trigger.- he said
Bob, a fourth-year student, car-
nes a 9mm Glok on campus. He
stmngly advocates training and re-
sponsibility. and carries because he
said he feels violence has become
too random in society
He learned to shoot in the mili-
tary, and served in Desert Storm He
Sec VIOLENCE on page 5
• Health
College students cope with
many challenges of diabetes
By F. J. Gallagher requires the daily use of insulin.
Type 11 is treated with a modified
diet and exercise. Both cases re-
Diabetes diletts over 11 million quire a constant monitoring of the
Amens-arts It c.an cause Fran disease. blood-sugar level. Zanchi said.
Wiley disease and Niftiness You The changes in lifestyle can be
may have it and not even know it especially difficult for a college
Diabetes is not a disease that student To aid in this transition,
affects only the elderly It can and and to provide some counseling
does touch the lives of young pro- and direction, an informal support
ple, forcing lifestyle changes that gnmp meets once a month on cam-
can be very hard to accept. pus. They offer advice and insight
"st oung people who have dia- into such issues as alcohol use.
tries tend to have much more exercise and dealing with the on-
acute symptoms than adults do slaught of holiday celebrations
'The disease affects young people One University ot Mame stu-
more strongly than it does the old- dent who finds the group invaluable
er adult." Lillian Zanchi. a staff IS Adarn Corson. Corson is a 24-
nurse at Cutler Health Center, said yearaild junior from New liamp-
Most people associate shire who was rust recently drag-
with the use of insulin This is not nosed with diabetes
the only type or treatment There "It's really screwed up my col-
are two types of diabetes Type I
and Type II. Type I is the strain that
Staff Writer
See DIABETES on page 5
• Risky Business
Ethics seminar examines recent academic, ath,
By William R. Grasso
Staff Writer
The value of ethics, their place
in the university, and the need for it
to he discussed were all topics for
Fnday's Risky Business seminar
This seminar, the last for the
semester, was titled -Clarifying a
Vision of the Ethical Institution
The genes was an open fr 'rum for the
discussion of ethical issues, glow -
mg both students and faculty to learn
about themselves and each other
With ethics and the institution
being discussed, it was only fitting
that people from the administra-
tion he guests Speakers included
William Kennedy, director of Ju-
dicial Affairs. Ruth Nadelhaft. di-
rector of the Honors Center. and and doing the good" student answered the question with
Marisue Pickering, associate vice Pickering said that comrnuni- a question "How does that person
president for Academic Affairs cation has not only content. but respond to criticism"-
In characteristic informality. also an intrinsically moral dirnen- The discussion turned to stir -
the speakers spoke about issues sion The moral dimension ac- dents and student ethics Kennedy
they felt important, taking them counts for whether people tell lies, said that the vast majonty cases
down from a "shelf' to show to the or use disinformation techniques. he sees are false fire alarm calls
others at the luncheon. She also said that commumca- Nadelhafi demonstrated what
Foremost on many people's tion empowers others because it she saw as a problem in the ethical
minds wasthe suspension oCUMaine creates ar. alm, sphere thai allows perception of students, in a case
hockey ceach Shawn 'Walsh hy Pres them to d .rast w hat ;hey n art, where one person said that stu-
dent Fred Hutchinson and not what others want them to dents should not he suspended be
Pickering said that the case in 'What air the ethics of a person"' cause ot pulling fire alarms The
point brought up a good question Kennedy asked -Vs how they deal student said that this amounted to
about ethics and character with a ccvnimunitc.., expectations an "academis can'. iron that 
was
-Is this a matter ot judgment or Kennedy went On to narrate 3 unrelated to the offense
character.'" Pickering asked story about a student who was he- -The separation she w
as as-
"Does character have s alues? ing interviewed by the conduct turning was absolutely the
 prob-
Good character consists of know- committee The committee asked km." Nadelhaft said -Ther
e were
Mg the good, wanting the good him how he defined ethics The still academic consequences
 to the
action on other students unable to
study or get a good night's sleen-
Nasielhaft put forward a "whole
person concept"- a person is not
only ethical academically . hut also
hack at the residence hall
Kathy Gaianguest. associate
professor-of sociology ,brought her
expertise to the discussion ns point -
int, out some sociological realities
to the student - teacher relationship
"Cheating IS now a normative
hehais or Students are now social-
i>esi to he fragmented and to think
alone.- Gaianguest said ?This ren-
ders the students dependent on the
tc achers, tabo decide the texts, read-
ings and make-up the tests
See SEMINAR on page 5
laic issues
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WorldBriefs
• Landslide
Condo collapses; dozens trapped
4 KUALA LUMPUR. Malaysia( AP) — A 12-story luxury apartment building was
I smacked by a landslide and collapsed Saturday. At least one person was killed, and
police said more than 50 were believed trapped.
The condominium building pancaked to less than a third of its original height and was
a mass of crumbled concrete and twisted steel beams. The 46-unit building folded at about
1:30 p.m. when a landslide broke through a retaining wall, witnesses said.
Area residents said the building, which was perched on a hillside in the posh residential
area of the suburb of Ampang Jaya. was home to many foreigners. The U.S. Embassy said
it believed no Americans were trapped.
By late Saturday night, only three people had been taken from the wreckage, and one of
them died at a hospital.
Rescuers were working gingerly during the night because they were afraid of upsetting
two other apartment blocks about 50 feet up the hill.
Those buildings were evacuated, and the area was cordoned off.
S hi zue N akaji ma, 50, of Japan died of abdominal injuries, doctors said at General Hospital.
Two others — a woman believed to be Indon-sian and a 3-year-old girl — were
hospitalized in stable condition.
The police inspector general. Hanif Omar, estimated that 53 people remained buried in
the ruins of the Highland Towers.
liras y rains have fallen for the past two weeks, and witnesses reported the building had
been hit by a landslide before collapsing
secunty guard from the collapsed building, V A nbalagan. said a landslide came from
the back and shook the building. and up to 20 people ran out. Moments later, the building
"moved forward and fell like a tire:' he staid.
• Election
Returns show candidate
wins landslide victory
SANTIAGO. Chile tAPt Eduanio Frei, the
candidate for the governing center-left coalition, won
a landslide victory in Saturday's presidential election.
according to official returns cos ering nearly half of the wee.
Returns covenng 48 19 percent of the estimatedli million
VOteC cast gave Frei 57 37 percent Arturo Alessandri, the
candidate for the nght-vt Mg opposition. had 24 65 percent
A v mots for Frei, the son of the late President Eduardo
Frei who governed from 1964 to 1970. could further dis-
tance the government from Chile's pact military. rulers
Frei has promised to amend the constitution, which bars
the president from finng former dictator Gen Augusto
Pinochet and other top military commanders Alessandri
opposes changing the constitution
.Alessandn. in an emotional speech to a group of support-
ers, conceded defeat
' A majority of the country has chosen a proposal differ-
ent to ours.'  he said "As democrats, we accept the people's
Nerdict, and wish the next government the greatest success.
because Chile deserves that."
Frei. 51, will succeed President Patricio Aylu in. who is
barred from running for a second consecutive term Aylwin
took office in 1990 ending Polochet's 16 1"2-y ear rule
• Funeral
Hundreds of thousands
join funeral procession
4 with mourners escorting the body of Grand AyatollahNICOSIA. Cyprus AP - Streets in Iran teemed
Mohammad-Reza Golpay garn, the supreme leaderof the
world's 200 M1111011 Shine Muslims, to a site for ha-sal Saturday
Golpay gam. one of a few Shine clencs to achieve the
senerated title of grand ayatollah, died Thursday of lung
disease at a Tehran hospital He was 98
The question of who will succeed him is likely to
intensify a battle between corners ati Yes and radicals inside
the Tehran hierarchy
Iran declared a national holiday as President Hashemi
Rafsanjani and other high-ranking officials led the funeral
procession Friday from Tehran 50 miles south to Iran's holy
city of Qom
The Islamic Republic News &gem!, On Friday quoted Iran's
chart justice. Ayatollah Mohammed Yazd, as saying Muslims
mina follow Iran's crantual leader, Ayatollah Ali IChairrrei
• Landslide responsible for building's collapse
• Rabin, Arafat fail to resolve disputes about troops
• Frei receives nearly half of presidential vote
• Disputes
Withdrawal deadline passes unheeded
2 resolve disputes over the plan to start withdrawing Israeli troops from the Gaza StripCAIRO, Egypt (AP) Yitzhak Rabin 
and Ya,cer Arafat failed Sunday to
and Jericho before Monday's deadline, delaying the pullout.
They said they would talk again in 10 days, and the delay wouldn't endander the Isriei,
PLO accord
But their announcement was greeted with anger and bitterness in the occupied temtones.
Palestinians there said dr agreement had failed its first test, and some predicted the violence would
worsen.
The Israeli prime minister told reporters the main dispute was over how much territory
Israel will vacate around the West Bank town of Jericho and who will control border
crossings from the area to come under Palestinian control
"These were the main things about which we have yet to reach agreement," Rabin said
After the nearly two-hour meeting. Rabin and Arafat agreed to meet again in about
10 days. Rabin said negotiators from both sides would continue meetings during that
period.
"No doubt, not to start (Israeli withdrawal) tomorrow is a point, but 10 days is not along
time," said Arafat. the PLO chairman
Rabin said the delay would allow negotiators "to define much more clearly the vital
interests to Israeli security and %nal interest to the Palestinians "
Negotiations have seen repeated collisions between Israel's demand for security and the
PLO's desire to reduce the Israeli presence to a minimum to convince Palestinians under
occupation that the Israelis really would leave.
Both Rabin and Arafat remained committed to the hisionc accord signed by Israel and
the Palestine liberation organization in Washington Sent 13
• Precautions
Hats and sunscreen the
humane choice for pets
5 MELBOURNE, Australia (AP) .-Pet ownershas e been urged to coat their dogs and cats with
sunscreen and tie hats on them before they are al-
lowed out in the hot midday sun
The Royal Society for the Prevention tvf ('melts to
Animals IRSPCA 1 and Greenpeace Australia said Saturday
that pet ow nen, had to realize their animals were in as much
danger from sun-related diseases as humans
The worst time that you can have your cats and dogs
outside is between II am and 3 p m not to take
precautions is a form of cruelty because it's preventable."
said the RSPCA •s president. Dr Hugh Wirth
He said livestock were also in danger from skin -cancer,
sunburn and eye damage
Vetennary surgeon Dr Ralph Mueller said pet owners
who could not keep their animals inside should put sun-
screen and hats tvn them
• Re-election rights
Peru's new constitution
approved in referendum
6 the president the nght to run for re-election wasLIMA. Peru t AP) - A new constitution gis rig
approved by voters., according to results released
Saturday, clearing the was for Alheno Fujimon to run for
re-election in 199s
Results of the Ost 31 referendum showing S22
percent of voters approved the measure were delaYed
while officials resolsed challenges in some districts
The pervious constituteon was suspencrid by Prevalent AI
herb o Fun mon when he (nevi! ved ('ingress and closed the c-ourts
in April 1992 He instilled his actions saying they wrre necescn)
to defeat a guernlla insurgency and control the economy
The new constitution, besides allowing for re-election of
the president, pros ides for the death penalty for terronsts
Proponents say the new constitution will help attract private
investment because it limits the state t. role in the economy But
opponents sas it gives the president too much power
It, ,fete Cfvpintic
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• Road to the Blaine House
Young sees a successful future in the front lines
By Mike McLaughlin
Staff Writer
(Editor's note • This ii one in a series of
interviews with gubernatorial candidates
that The Maine Campus will be running
throughout the rear I
Paul Young wants to take his experienc-
es in technology. business, education and
the Legislature to the front lines of Maine
government as the next governor of the
state.
The Limestone native is a graduate of
the Catholic University of Ametica in
Washington. D.C., where he earned bach-
elor's, master's and doctoral degrees. In
1986, Young accepted a commission in the
I '.S. Navy Reserve and continues his ser-
vice today.
Other achievements of the gubernatorial
candidate include founding a software de
velopment firm in Limestone and serving as
a member of the state's Science and Tech-
nology Commission
Young was elected to the 116th Maine
Legislature in 1002 and is currently a mem-
ber of the Joint Standing Committee on
State and Local Government
fit the state?
Absolutely. I represent a kind of new
generation of people I like to tell people I
don't believe we can afford to be governed
by politicians, people who are only politi-
cians The next governor of this state is
going to face a range of problems that are
so incredibly complicated, you're going to
have to understand advanced management,
science, issues of information technology
with regard to personal privacy rights and
just on and on That requires people who
have not only a broad base of skills, hut
also some in-depth competency in techni-
cal issues.
Maine Campus: Hon would you rate
John McKernan's performance as gover-
nor?
You know McKernan is a victim of
two things -- circumstances and also of
himself. I think that everybody recogniz-
es that it's the worst time in the world to
be the governor of Maine At the same
time I don't believe that he has done as
good a job as could be done in those
circumstances, particularly when it comes
to issues like working with the majority
party in the I egiclature One of the prin.
Maine Campus: Why did y ou decide ciples that I'm running on is that solving
to run for governor? problems is more important than partisan
I got into the Legislature when the clo- politics.
sure announcement was made for Loring While I'm a Republican and 1 have to
Air Force Base in 1991 and my initial go to the Republican primary, after the
intention was to try and help my communi- election whoever is government, those
ty adjust to the closure and also attract are the people who have to govern and
businesses to Loring Air Force Base I ran the good of the state is more important
for the Legislature and was successful by a than the success of a short-term political
large margin and I quickly found that I was agenda This has not only been a problem
part of a large class of legislators, both with McKernan, the whole culture is a
Democrat and Republican, who went to culture of political people, Democrat and
Augusta to try and change things. many of Republican Once we get beyond that. I
whom were also interested in economic think we are getting beyoni! that with the
development issues new generation of Democrat and Repuh-
We soon found that Maine has absolute- lican leaders, we are going to see things
ly no ability. to compete with other states in changing.
attracting large scale employ-ers that would
he interested in using a facility like Loring Maine (—anemic - What are some of the
.ivir Force Base As we looked at the major first things you would do if elected?
problems that we were confronting with the Well the first thing that I'd promise to
budget. long-term care, education and a do is launch a super audit of all state spend-
whole host of issues, we discovered that we ing similar to what the state of Texas did
don't have the kind of people involved in with their most recent budget What Texas
politics to provide us with the confidence did was. they brought in an outside ac-
and skills to solve those problems That was counting firm with a methodology that's
why I decided to run used by businesses in order to identify and
isolate the waste. That's one of the things
Maine Campus: tin you feel your we haven't done in our state government,
past experiences will help ion to hene- the way the appropriations process works
L 
with the Legislature is departmental man-
agers come before the Legislature and say
"Look we've cut everything we can cut,
we're at the bare bones right now." Of
course the committee which has jurisdic-
tion over that department and they've been
working with these folks for years and
years says "Sure Sammy we understand
you can't cut anymore." and that's why
nothing ever gets cut.
Anybody in business will tell you what
you've got to is get beyond that middle
level of bureaucracy and go to the front-
line employees and work with them and let
them tell you. Most of those front-line state
employees have got a hundred different
ways that you can cut waste and econo-
mize
The second thing I would do, after I
had those costs under control. I would
work to increase the performance of gov-
ernment . The way I would do that is 1
would get quality examples from our hest
American industries right now. They are
going to their front-line state employees.
they're telling them number one -- here',
the goal, number two --- here's how we're
going to assess your success or failure and
then the company is giving them every.
possible support they can in getting out of
the way.
After you've said to your front-line em-
ployees "You guys are responsible for solv-
ing the problem," support thein in every way
you can and hold them accountable for the
results That's a recipe for a successful.
high-performance government. We don't
do that right now We don't have a mission
for government. we don't have a way of
Paul Young. (Courtesy photo.)
assessing measurabk outcomes and we have
got tons of rules and regulations about how
to do every single job
So control spending on the one hand,
make it a lear. mean government and then
get perfomiance at the same time
Maine Caenpuv. What kind of impact
do you think the next governor will have
on the future of this state?
Enormous Absolutely enormous Pri-
marily that's going to be a result of term
limits. Term limits is going to have the
effect, perhaps not so much after the '94
election but definitely- in 1996. of weaken-
ing the Legislature in a way that it has never
been in this state before At no time in our
history has the governor's office had as
much power as it's going to have.
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• Keeping safe
Clinic stresses the best defense is common sense
By Chris DeBeck
Staff Writer
'sing your head is the best defense one has
when threatened by an attack. University of
Maine crime pre% ention officer Deborah
Mitchell said during a presentation yesterday
Mitchell and others spoke about the im-
portance of self defense during a seminar
titled "Coming Out of Your Shell to Learn
Self Defense" yesterday at Lengyel Gym.
Mitchell. an officer for nine years, said
everyone should he cautious at all times.
"Accept the position that you could be
attacked... she said. "lust because you're
here at the Unisersity of Maine in Orono
doesn't mean there's an invisible shield
around your head."
She offered several tips to the approxi-
mately 25 people in attendance including •
— Think ahead Mitchell said people
should always he thinking about possible
assault situations and how to avoid them.
— Wear sneakers when walking around
campus. and carry a pair in a car at all times.
- Use purse items, such as pens or mir-
rors, if attacked
"In your purse. there are so many things
you can use," she said
— Know sour work area and all particu-
lar exits
— Always walk with another person
whenever possible
--Tell someone else where you're going
and an approximate time ot return. If some-
one doesn't return. notify the police
— Don't overload when walking at night.
if there's a chase, drop the stuff.
-- Stay in the middle of a sidewalk,
never in the middle of a curb
-- Ilse a dead-bolt lock and a peephole
at home, instead of a chain lock
— Always he suspicious of "unexpect-
ed" repair people showing up, and he wea-
ry of identification.
— Use positive body. language.
Even with these tips, Mitchell said,
attacks can still occur. If someone ap-
proaches good tactics to use are to just start
reciting poetry. scripture or nursery rhymes.
One woman at the Bangor Mall, she said,
even pretended that the person trying to
attack her was a blind date.
"One thing crazy people don't like is
another crazy person," Mitchell added.
Fellow [Maine officer Scott Welch,
discussed the pros and cons of using sprays
and firearms for protection.
Welch said the spray., if used effective-
ly will deter possible attackers for about 15
to 45 minutes, leaving plenty of time to
escape.
'The person you sprayed will either
bounce Ions ard. lose their balance or go to
the ground." he said
For S9 to 512. he said, the spray is an easy
was to pmted against possible activity
He also stressed the spray does not
offer complete protection. The canister
must be shaken periodically to ensure prop-
er use
The spray. he said, has limited range
and can he camed away by the wind
Anyone carrying the spray should not rely
exclusively on the spray as a defense
Firearms, he added, is another good
Nicole Voyer, 13, demonstrates self defense techniques on her father Pa,.
Voyer. (Page photo)
deterrent. hut Maine state law strictly limits
use of guns in self defense.
Weapons can also turn on you, he said.
"Even you' re properly trained. a weap-
on can he used against you," Welch said
Tae kwon do instructor Ray Voyer and
six of his students demonstrated several
maneuv ers people can use. A good attitude is
key to learning these techniques. Voyer said.
"You have to know what you're doing.
and base to has e the nght attitude." the
martial arts instnictor said.
He then demonstrated how his 13-sear-
old daughter. Nicole, could disarm some-
one se. eral inches taller and about 100
pounds heavier.
-The most important message I want to
give you today is that it does not take
superior strength to take care of yourself "
he said.
Nicole Austin, a member of the Orlta
Zeta sorority and organizer of the event,
said she felt that holding the seminar before
break would reach people at the right time.
"I want people to know that this could
happen to U. Aus
LOOK WHO'S HERE!
Avihod, Guy
Beringer, Sin
Blanco R,vcra, Retzeka
ssa
Finona, Melvin
Fisher, Jeffrey
Frick, Natalie
Frohman, Shawn
Gibson, Ashly A.
Handley, Candace
Hanson. Julie
Hines, Barbara
Hull, Sharon
Icazzati-Lens, Alberto
Loftsgaarden, Meta Ann
Michaud. Jenney
tvliekowski. Nancy
Mongrain, Chad
Morozumi, 5hoko
Perkins, Sarah
Reynolds, Kristin M.
Romano, Ami
Ruppert, Joshua
Snyder, Jessica
Soloman, Davici
5undeen. Kristopher
Vaudhan, Jenny
Willett, Rebecca
State University/Northridge
University of Idaho
University of Puerto Rico/Rio Piedras
Humbolcit State University
University of Guam
California State University/Bakersfield
university of Massachusetts/Boston
University of Guam
Humboldt State University
Rhode Island College
University of Massachusetts/Amherst
California State University/Northridge
California State University/Chico
University of Puerto Rico/Caycy
Montana State University
California State University/Northridge
Rhode Island College
Montana State University
Fort Lewis College
Boise 'State University
Rhode Island College
University of Georgia
University cif Nevada/Keno
California State University/Bakersfielet
California State University/North- f -
Humboldt State Universityy
University of Delaware
California State University/Ch icc
They are here under the National Student Exchange Program.
Thank you for making them welcome.
IT'S LATE! DO YOU KNOW WHERE
YOUR CLASSMATES ARE?
Beckwith, Amy
Carter, Douglas
Cummings, Kathleen
Evers, Christopher
Guyaz, Darren
Hallett, Jeffrey
Hutchings, Jeremy
Lucas, Kristin
MacKenzie, Jill M.
Meyers, Lawrence D.
Morrison, Dori Jean
Pond, Ethan
Ricker, Seth
Smith, Karen
5vec, Kimberly
Trahey, Suzanne
University of New Mexico
University of Montana
University of Wyoming
University of Montana
University of Montana
University of South Carolina
University of Hawaii/Manoa
Humboldt State University
Humboldt State University
West Virginia University
West Virginia University
North Arizona Universit
University of Montana
Colorado State University
New Mexico State Universit
Colorado State University
They are all taking part in the National Student
Exchange Program this fall. Wouldn't you like
io .join them?
For more information,contact: John F. Collins, Jr., National Student Exchange Coordinator
408 Hannibal Hamlin Hall
Telephone: 581-1297
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Violence from page 1
said he felt he was making a quiet political
statement by carrying a weapon as a respon-
sible person. He said he sees the gun as a
legitimate tool, not unlike a pocket knife
He spoke of the basics of self defense,
and of how you have to be at the limit of
retreat before you use a gun.
Bob said he had to learn to be really laid
back, and to avoid trouble at all costs. He also
said that carrying a gun was not a confidence
booster, and that son one with little or no
confidence shouldn't carry.
A person should "be sure of themselves,"
Steve said He pointed to the possibility of
having a gun taken away, if a person wasn't
properly self-assured in carrying a gun.
"It comes back down to how responsible
you are," John said, "You have to have that
gut feeling whether it's nght or wrong to use
it, but, you've got to evaluate the situation,
it's not all gut instinct "
Steve said a gun was obviously a weap-
on of last resort, but that the first step was to
avoid situations where a gun might be need-
ed If he can't avoid it , however, he said he
wanted to be able to stop it
Seminar from page I
One student at the seminar seemed an-
gry when he pointed out that the seminar
was falling into judging the students from a
position of power.
'1'he students are adults or near adults,
you don't have to treat them like children."
Craig Sheerin, a graduate student of liberal
studies, said. "You define the rule, based on
the assumption of an absolute truth and you
are the group in power. You are creating a
proxy- adult-child relationship."
Sheerin asked w ho decided what consti-
tutes cheating, and who decides if it is
wrong?
Kennedy also addressed some of the
questions raised in previous seminars, such
as the ethics of cheating and the punish-
ment for people found guilty.
"I always feel good about letting the
conduct committee see a case on appeal,"
Kennedy said. "Just in case I've made a
mistake."
Kennedy pointed out that he has to treat
students consistently, because in the event
lawyers become involved they will want to
be sure no exceptions were made.
Kennedy also stressed the importance of
informing the conduct office of problems
with academic honesty, because there should
be a central spot for keeping records. He
pointed out that teachers think they have to
have absolute proof of cheating to call the
office, but said that was not true.
"Even if y ou don't want me to take action.
I would be glad of the information. I'll even
share come with you,- Kennedy said. "I can't
see any risky problems for teachers in report-
ing a case of violation of the conduct code."
The panel and audience agreed that ethics
had to be discussed in many places for it to
have any real good effect. The panel also
questioned why there existed no similar fo-
rum for the administration.
Nadelhaft said on Sunday that ideas are
being accepted for a possible follow-up se-
ries to begin in the spnng The general theme
being considered at this time is academic
dilemmas_
Student Government
Presidential &
Vice-Presidential
Elections
VNomination papers will be available
in the Student Government Office
on Tuesday, January 18th.
yrNominations will be due by 3:30
p.m.on Tuesday, January 25th.
Elections will be held on
Wednesday, February 9th.
Any questions should be brought to
the Student Government, Inc. Office
or call x1775.
Diabetes from page I
lege career When your diabetes is out of
control, you can't even function. You can't
concentrate, you get dizzy spells, it makes it
really hard to get anything done," t'orson
said.
Corson went on to explain that he has had
the disease for two or thire years and didn't even
know it He was diagnosed in June of this year.
Corson said that often it is hard to main-
tain the strict regimen that is .-equired. given
the offerings in the cafeteria, but with the
groups help, he is coping as best he can
"It's almost impossible to maintain it
with the food in the cafeteria. Some of the
stuff that fits into your diet just tastes so
damn bad," he said.
Ultimately, being diagnosed as a diabet-
ic means making some decisions and Cor-
son is prepared to accept that, although
UMaine may not necessarily be one of those
choices. Corson indicated that he may take
some time off to adjust to his diagnosis.
"It's one of those things it's a matter of
accepting it and working with it,- he said.
More infomiation on the group is avail-
able from the Cutler Health Center
• Bearing arms
, .
Courts question firearm ownership
WASHINGTON kAP) — Federal
courts have offered little comfort to gun
control foes who argue that a proposal to
license gun ow ners nationwide threatens
the constitutional right to bear arms.
Shortly after last week's slayings of
five people on a New York commuter
train, President Clinton decided to consid-
er a uniform licensing system. It would
require people to prove they know how to
handle a gun and are stable enough to do it
responsibly
The idea pushed by New York Mayor-
elect Rudolph Giuliani and others is re-
newing the debate over the Constitution's
Second Ameridinent - apolitical war that
has made the National Rifle Association a
household name
The amendment seems simple enough:
"A well regulated militia, being necessary'
to the security of a free state, the right (lithe
people to keep and bear arms, shall not be
infringed."
The NRA and other opponents of gun
control insist the amendment guarantees
every American the right to keep a gun.
-The right to keep the means of defend-
ing one' s self tr one of the most basic rights"
in the Cotratilution, said NRA lobby ist Jo-
seph Phillips. who contended the ultimate
goal of gun regulation is confiscation.
Licensing gun owners would v. iolate
the Second Amendment, said Larry Pratt
of Gun Owners of America.
But Dennis Henigan of Handgun Con
trot Inc. said. "All this talk about gun
control violating the Second Amendment
is just an NRA -created myth.-
I.
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• Electrical difficulties
PUC asked to sort
out Madison case
AUGUSTA. Maine ; AP, the town
of Madison. seeking regulator-) approval to
buy power from a Connecticut utility. says
Central Maine Power Co. should not be
permitted to oppose the town's plan before
the Public Utilities Commission
CMP, w hich has had power supply agree-
ments with the town and Madison Paper
Industries since 1981, ca s s the potential loss
of customers would cost it revenue while
leasing it with fixed expenses associated
with serving the town and the company
Asserting that it could provide contin-
ued sersise more cheaply than Northeast
Utilities. CMP said the PLC review carries
"serious policy concerns,- and that ap-
proval "would likely. result in economic
harm to Maine
But Madison sass CMP missed its dead-
line for bidding and then submitted a flawed
proposal only after elements of the Con-
necticut utility 's bid had been made public
Urging the PUC to reject CMP' s request
to participate in the re% ies% , Madison argues
that 'a utility that chose not to participate in
the bidding process can hardls he permitted
to argue that a better price is a% ailable •
Among others seeking to nter% ene in
the PUC proceeding is Maine's second-
largest power company . Bangor Hydro-
Electric. which unsuccessfully bid for the
Madison contract
Bangor Hy-dm contends it cannot he
reas!mably disputed that on an overall basis
elestns rates in Maine will he hu:her
Madison's electricity is purchased trom
Northeast Utilities than if it its purchased
from a Maine utility."
Conceding that electric rates in Madison
might drop under the proposed purchase
plan. Bangor Hydro said ' 'the net effect of
the contract will be to muse any contribu-
tion tow ard fixed costs that would otherwise
be as ailable from Madison residents outside
the state of Maine.' •
Madison told the PUC that Bangor Hy-
dro. like CMP. has no role to play in the
upcoming review .
Granting its request to intervene could
"open the gates to inteiventions by any
disappointed parties." Madison warned in a
filing with the PUC Such an approach
would seriously undermine the bid process
used by a number of Maine's consumer-
owned electric utilities.
A PLC adviser, offering a suggestion to
the three-member panel in ads ance of a
Monday deliberation session, recommend-
ed denying Bangor Hydros request hut ap-
prising CMP•s intervention
Hearing Examiner Christopher P Simp-
son said the loss of the Madison customers
would have "a direct and significant impact
on CMP's remaining ratepayers and share-
holders
'In addition. CMP is in a position to
make a valuable contribution to the com-
mission's consideration of the fundamental
issues of need and prudence in this case.''
Simpson wrote
The Wine Campus, Monday, December 11, 1991
• Border tax
Canadian tax collectors blamed for
slump in Maine border business
('ALAIS. Maine (AP) With Christ-
mas shopping in full swing, Maine business
owners are fuming over a sales tax that
neighboring New Brunswick imposes on
U.S goods brought back over the border
Rich's department store, a short walk
from the fifth-busiest U S.-Canadian hordei
crossing. has slashed its work force by 30
people in the last year.
Across town in this easygoing, eastern
Maine city of barely 4.(V) people, Shop n
Save supermarket reports a SO percent reduc-
uon in Canadian dollars going into its till.
Even the Cracker Barrel, an informal
eatery and bar, has had to holster advertising
to get more customers past the door
"I'd say we're down 31, 30 percent in
Canadian business," said owner John Sprague
At issue is New Brunswick's newly
stepped-up enforcement of its longstanding
II percent provincial sales tax on a wide
range of consumer goods. Clothing, shoes
and groceries are among the exempted items
Canadian customs agreed to begin col-
lecting the provincial tax as of July I, along
with Canada's national 7 percent sales tax,
on goods entering the province across the
international border Pre% iously , the lack of
enforcement translated into a discount for
many Canadians whir shopped in Maine.
Keith Guttormsen, executive director of
the Greater Calais Area Chamber of Com-
merce, said the bolstered tax enforcement
has resulted in long waiting lines at the
border and unnecessary hassles by customs
agents
New Brunswick is ti-sing "to frighten
their people into staying home.- he said
'It's working...
And howls of protest have been heard far
beyond Calais (pronounced KAL-iss).
Maine Gov John R McKeman and
members of the state's congressional dele-
gation condemned the tax as a violation of
the U.S.-Canada Free Trade Agreement be-
cause it is enforced only along the border
with Maine, and not along borders with
other provinces
The tax controversy was even cited by
Rep ()lsmpiaJ Snowe and Sen William S.
Cohen. both Republicans, as reasons for
opposing the North American Free I ink
Agreement last month
Maine officials pressured the LI S I ride
Representative's office to hold hearings on
the tax in Maine in early Nos-ember, and the
tax was the focus of a daylong meeting
between U.S. and Canadian trade officials
in Ottawa earlier this month. So far, the
dispute remains unresolved_
Canadian officials say the fuss is over-
blown and Mainers' complaints are based
on misconceptions,
The Canadian officials say the) hair
entered similar collection agreements with
Manitoba and Quebec, but that those have
not resulted in similarly strong objectioo,
from Americans
Provincial Premier Frank McKenna in-
sists that his government's sales tax is "fair
and reasonable "
Officials acknowledge that New Brun-
swick cannot collect taxes from motorists
entenng from other provinces, since it does
not has-e customs houses along provincial
boundaries
• International Paper
Decertified unions challenge recall policy
JAY. IVIame AP; - International Paper
Co s nullification of a recall list containing
the names of IM) former strikers who had
been laid off is being challenged by tw!
decertified union locals
The law suit is an outgrowth of a 15-
month strike that began in June 1987 Filing
the challenge ink S District Court in Bang-
or were local 11 of the United Paperwork-
ers International Union and Local 246 of the
International Brotherhood of Firemen and
Oilers
The unions maintain that IP' action was
intended to keep union sy mpathiztrs out of
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Tuesday, December 14
4:30-6:30
Peabody Lounge
3rd Floor Memorial Union
the Androscoggin Mill in Jay, thereby re-
ducing the likelihood that the unions would
be reinstated
"We are going to be hack in that
mill." said union attorney Jeffrey Neil
Young "The more union people that go
back to work in the mill, logisally, the
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IP spokesman Gar) Bickford declined
comment on the specifics of the suit but said
the company will vigorously defend its stance
in court
During the strike, 178 jobs were elim-
inated under a program designed to boost
productivity. That resulted in the layoff of
150 striking employees, most of whom
had less than five years' seniorit%
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In an effort to make the Christmas season a little brighter for some local
underprh ileged children this year, The Maine Campus will be publishing a series of
wish lists. These lists will give the University of Maine students, faculty, staff and
community an opportunity to make some of these children's wishes
come true on Christmas morning.
These lists were obtained from children who are chronically ill in-patients at
Eastern Maine Medical Center in Bangor.
Any gifts received for these children will be greatly appreciated.
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Please bring all gifts (unwrapped) to
the offices of The Maine Campus in the
basement of Lord Hall by Frida3,
Dec. 17. Gifts will be distributed the
following week.
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• Maine Youth Center
Program cuts linked to failure of McKernan's Privatization Plan
SOUTH PORTLAND, Maine APi
The collapse of Gov. John R McKeman's
plan to privatize juvenile corrections pro-
grams has led to cuts in services at the
Maine Youth Center.
The South Portalnd center, ss hich housed
more than 230 juvenile lawbreakers last
week, has 'seen forced to eliminate staff,
slash onset ms and shut down housing units
despite an increase in its population
Residents complain of overcrowding,
inadequate vocational training and tense
conditions caused by the placement of all of
the girls in the same building without regard
to their age or criminal record
The I rgislature had cut the Youth Cen-
ter's budget by S2 million, or about 20
percent. on the expectation that private con-
tractors would take over at least some of the
programs and that funding would be provid-
ed under the federal Medicaid program.
However, federal opposition stymied the
privatization plan and the anticipated feder-
al money did not materialize
The center now has "less money than it had
before and no v. as to make up the hit.• • said A I
• CMP
Electric utility to announce
layoffs to help slash costs
AUGUSTA. Maine API -- Central in to he a much smaller company''
Maine Power Co plans to announce layoffs In addition to trimming its 2.200-worker
next month and a utility spokesman indicat- poymIL the company is considering closing
ed that the cost-cutting program is likely to some regional offices and putting construc-
reduce the wort force by at least percent lion projects on hold
The state's largest electric utility said it Employees will he notified a few days
would he forced to slash costs and lay off prior to the public announcement. and CMP
employees after the Public Utilities Corn- will help laid-off workers try to find jobs
mission approved only S26 million of the S83 elsew here. I chkanian said
million revenue increase CNIP requested The layoffs will lease their mark on the
CMP plans to announce the layoffs Jan state's economy. said Laurie Lachance, a
12, said spokesman Mark Ishkaman No state economist who worked 10 years as
definite decision has been made on the num- CMP's economist
her of workers affected, he said, hut the total won-y not just for them, hut for the
icexpected toexceed the 200 w ho took early mate I try to he objective. hut I know them
retirement in 1991 I feel so badly about the thought of layoffs
"The next round is going to he pretty It's going to be painful in the short run. even
sicri fr.!, • • an said "W are go- it it helps in the long run.. ' she said
associate corrections commissioner
Critics say McKeman's privatization
plan was an ill-conceived idea that has cut
spending at the expense of young offenders.
"The Department of Conectims didn't
benefit at alt.' said Cushman Anthony, a law-
yer and former legislator from South Portland
with a strixig interest in juvenile correctxins.
Corrections Commissioner Donald L.
Allen notes that the pro atization
while failing to turn OVer the Youth Center to
contractors, did pull in new federal funds for
a range of cervices outside the Youth Center
Ne% found Medicaid fulxis gave the De-
rxunnent of Corrections a S773.000 boost last
Year and should bring in nxire than S860.000
this year The legislature restored about $1
million to the Youth Center budget this year in
anticipation of comparable Medicaid funding.
McKeman was unavailable for com-
ment on the legacy of his privatization plan.
But his press secretary. Cory G. Tilley. said
the Medicaid money the state is getting for
juvenile services outside the Youth Center
is —better than nothing' and administration
officials ''haven't done that had
• Champion International Corp.
Paper mill sued for alleged
deaf discrimination test
AUGUSTA. Maine (API -- The Maine
Human Rights Commission has sued a Buck-
sport paper mill for requiring a job applicant
who is deaf to pass a standardized test before
the mill would consider hinng him
Larry Mayhew, 32, had asked that Cham-
pion International Corp substitute his scores
on the serbal portion of the General Apti-
tude Test Battery with a personal intents....
through a sign language interpreter
The commission found reasonable
grounds to belies e the mill discriminated
against Mayhew because of his deafness
The law suit was filed last month after the
commission's efforts to re...oh e the case
out-of -court failed
Champion's "requirements that all ap
phcants for the position of entry -le s el labor
er must take and pass the GATB has an
adverse impact on applicants who are deaf
because of the low level of English language
des elopment of persons with congenital deaf-
ness: said the lawsuit, which was filed in
Kennebec County Superior t'ourt
Champion denied any discrimination and
pledged to fight the lawsuit
"Champion abhors discrimination and
works set's, set's hard to keep its hiring
practices within the spirit of the law," mill
spokesman Bill Grady said
The GATFI is a test that employers we to
screen job applicants The Maine Job Senice
administers the test to Se% eral thousand Main-
ers each yell/ II is aimed at determining, among
other things, a person's verhal and nurrrral
skills., motor coordination and dextents
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• Public Utilities Commission
Water utility says merger
would trim rate increase
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — Maine's
largest investor-owned water utility, which
serves nearly 15.0(C0 customers in 17 com-
munities from Parsonsfield to Millinocket,
is seeking a 62 percent rate increase.
But Consumers Water Co. says the pend-
ing $3.2 million a year revenue increase
would drop by as much as 7 percent if the
state approves a proposed merger of its
three operating companies in the state.
Consumers Water has asked the Public
Utilities Commission for authorization to
merge the Maine Water Co.. Camden & Rock-
land Water Co and the Wanakah Water Co
Municipal officials are skeptical about
Consumers Water's claim that a merger will
reduce the rate hike and some communities
are exploring the idea of operating their own
water systems
Portland-based Consumers Water serves
towns and cities in eight counties Among
the communities in its service area are Rock-
land. Camden, Freeport, Oakland, Green-
ville and Skovshegan
A major impetus for the rate increase is
the federal Safe Water Drinking Act, which
mandates construction of surface water fil-
tration plants and scores of expensive tests
for contaminants.
Steve levy . executive director of the
Maine Rural Water Association. sass the
1986 amendments to the law will cost Maine
from $300 million to S.500 million to comply .
-Most communities can expect a dou-
bling of water rates to compl y with the act
said Les., whose pris ate, non-profit orga-
nization offers free assistance to small com-
munities and water corn flies seekm
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Critics, inclucHig the Public Advocate
and town officials, say no more than 40
percent of the increase sought by the compa
fly is tied to compliance with the Safe Water
Drinking Act Much of the remainder, they
say, is for salary hikes, employee benefits
and new office construction
Consumers Water, whose last rate hik,
was two to three years ago, expects a deci-
sion on the merger proposal in late March
and on the rate case in June
Consumers Water President Judith Hayes
said the borrowing power that would result
from combining the assets of the three compa-
nies would produce savings from lower inter-
est rates that would he passed on to ratepayers
Officials in towns served by the utility
are suspicious about the claims of savings
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Student Health Center
will hold the following hours for
Christmas break:
• The Student Health ( enter will
be ,'.wesi December 23rd at 4 PM
• The Immunization Office will he
open from lanuatv 3rd to Januar%
-th for infisrmanon only
• From Jarman. 10th through Januar\
14th, the Health C'ente.- will be
(ven fisr limited services Please
plan ahead for pharmacs- needs.
• lie Health t enter wti reopen
I anuarv 17th for full service
• kthletes needing health :are "IA'
.ontact their athletic trainer
. •
Harr a safe- and ham holiday!
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EditorialPage
• Column
Keep the cheer all year
Karla Stansbury
Now that there are less than two weeks left until Chnstmas,
would like to reflect on what takes place this time of year.
It seems that even through all of the commotion of buying
presents, preparing food, decorating and making sure every-
thing runs smoothly, people are much more friendly.
Maybe the reason for this is that people remember what this holiday means.
Whatever the case, it is too had we all can't keep a friendly, helpful attitude
throughout the entire year.
There are some people who have their reasons for not appreciating this time of
year quite as much as I do. However, for the most part, people do seem more
cheerful Of course we still have the people who are rude in the malls, but that's to
be expected. crowds bother some people.
Here on this campus. one can feel Christmas in the air. Christmas parties are
being held for children, people are donating toys, hooks, clothes and food_
Granted, we are lacking the snow. but the spirit is in the air
My question is, "whymuct this end " When the presents are opened and the
decorations are put away, do we have to put the spirit of canng and giving away.
too'?
There are always people out there in need of food and clothes None of us have
the money to spare all of the time, hut if there is something in your closet that you
have not worn in the past year, what are the chances you will wear it next year'?
There does not have to he a holiday for ist-ople to help
If we all take the time to help in some way or another, in our ON n little way. it
will not take a holiday to make people feel better It we can help someone, it will
not only mean they will feel better, so will we It is a great feeling to show you
cafe_
Another thing we do not base to store away in boxes with the decorations is
smiles and laughter We all have the new year to look forward to A e do not know
all that the new year holds, but there is hound to be some good to come So. hold
on to that smile, because you may need it again
One thing that almost everyone does over the holidays is spend time with
family and fnends If this makes you happy. do it more often Es en if you live far
from home, you can still communicate People should not limit themselses from
spending time with those that mean the most to them
Although the Chnstmas trees are taken away and the carols are not plas ed. it
we all think about it. we have something to he happy about Family. bends and
accomplishments are all things we can he proud of
Whatever you do. please try to he one of those people who makes the most out
of Christmas It is not the presents that count, so do not %sorry about money And.
if nu have been so busy prepanng for the holiday you have not been able to enjoy
what is going on around you, stop for a moment and take it all in
I am probably dreaming. but if only this could last If we could enjoy each
other, help each other, and abose all he friendly to each other all year. Christmas
would not ever has e to end
So. for those of you who make the most of this time, please continue to do so
Not only are you making happy memories for yourself. you could he making
someone else's day a little brighter
Karla Sranshurs would like to wish ever)one the best of luck as the semester
come, to an end. especial!) ym Trip
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• Minority acceptance
Diversity in the classroom
Maine — a state of beauty. a state
where mountains and the ocean come
together. where all four seasons flourish
majestically and city life and backwomis
country. life can he found easily within
its borders. Maine — a state with all
these things and one other thing that
doesn't change from border to border,
nor does it change with the seasons.
Maine is white.
The minority situation in Maine is
dwarfed by the percentage of white peo-
ple in this state.
last week the General Student Sen-
ate met for its weekly meeting and passed
a resolution calling for President Hutch-
inson to hire more minorities for faculty
and staff positions. It would also require
more emphasis to be placed on getting
more minority students.
It there is one place to recoginie the
many different cultures and types of
people in the world, a university is that
place — even if that university is in a
state where a single color looms large.
Aside from promoting acceptance by
the students for these other cultures and
preparing them for life outside the state,
this new direction will encourage a re-
bounding effect. With inote minority
professors on campus. there will be more
of a chance that potential minority stu-
dents will consider attending the Univer-
sity of Maine. And, the more minonty
students enrolling here at UMaine the
more welcomed new minority profes-
sors will feel about teaching here.
Being aware that acceptance of all
people is key in any environment will
only encourage the GSS rationale that a
good time to ensure this ideal is at the
unkersity lesel (DM(;)
• Safety
Survival when backs are turned
The new s has recently focused on the
discovery' of the missing bodies of two
young girls. Sadly enough, the fate of
these children is not new to the pages of
the daily papers or the screens of televi-
sions across the country.
one girl was taken from a slumber pails-
in her own home and the other girl was
snatched after getting off the school bus
Even more disturbing than the de-
tails of these cases or the way in which
the children were taken is the tact that
one of the girls had a personal alarm
with her that was found at-Its ated
No one pays much attention when a
car alarm goes off People are often heard
screaming on Mill Street or around cam-
pus at al! hours Most passersby assume
it's nothing more than a couple of friends
horsing around Beeps. buners. alarms
and even screams has e become lust not -
es in the background.
Obviously ,if a little girl is already carry-
ing around a personal alarm, the concern for
safety is there It 's time to addrms it awredly
in a manner that will be effective.
So what do we do to protect our-
selves now that no one is listening?
Mace. Punch and Pepper Mace are
good ideas hut they can't be used in the
rain or wind and might not he effective on
all assailants Guns and kni ves carry many
concerns with them, not the least of which
is that weapons tend to he taken from and
used on the potential victim who doesn't
know how to properly use what he or she
is carrying.
Your hest defense is your mind. Think
about your surroundings and ha% e an
escape plan ready. Ile hest way to get
out of a situation is to think about it
before you're in it (1)1.1')
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e Maine Mentor Program
Semester's end a good time to begin
To the Editor:
Ooohhhhh how sweet it is, semester
break is upon us. Classes and finals are
over, and it's time to go home, kick back.
watch football, eat real food. exchange gifts.
L:elebrate the new year with old friends, hit
the slopes, gather career information and
work on your job search. Gather career
information and work on my job search? Is
this guy crazy? Okay. Okay, so harsh reali-
ty was not one of the things on your list of
big priorities to do over break That's un-
derstandable. very understandable. but may
a little reality now is better than an
avalanche of it after graduation. That's not
so crazy, is it?
Semester break can be a great time to
get a jump on the competition, so to speak.
You can use the Maine Mentor Program to
meet with professionals in your field of
interest and/or work on another aspect of
your job search. The mentor program con-
sists of a network of alumni working in
various fields around the country_ These
alumni have volunteered to provide stu-
dents with career information, and some
may also be able to give you further con-
tacts, and even internships. That's pretty
grxxl and at a price most of us can afford,
FREE! In order to participate, you need
only come to the Career Center, look
through the mentor notebooks and then meet
with the Maine Mentor grad assistant You
could also work on lining up a future in-
ternship or touch up the old resume. The
Career Center has a vast assortment of in-
ternship listings and guides as well as many
more powerful resources relating to career
development So there you have it
Do all the fun stuff but also invest time
in your future. A little time spent over
break will pay big dividends later on. So
bring your egg nog and turkey with you
and come on down. The Career Center is
going to be open over break and all are
welcome to come and use it. I can't prom-
ise it will be as fun as a bowl game. !can't
even promise it will be fun at all, but it
could help you get that first paying job.
High paying, that's fun — sports cars,
extremely large, loud stereo stuff, clothes.
giant TVs, jewels, exotic vacations. fer-
mis, yachts, mansions, super models, a
pro sports franchise, your own island. Oh
sorry, I went a little overboard. Who knows
though, it could happen.
Shawn York
Career Assistant
• Noise ordinance
Make problem solving personal
To the Editor:
The town of Orono has proposed a
new noise ordinance that was debated last
Monday night. This new ordinance de-
fines the decibel level allowed to ema-
nate from a person or structure These
decibel readings are set at differing lev-
els depending on time of day, type of
sound. and the particular zoned district
the sound is in. As you might suspect.
this ordinance is a jungle.
This ordinance arises from Orono res-
idents feeling the only means left to solv-
ing their disturbance problem is through
confrontation. When this point is men-
tioned to them, their shoulders just shrug,
much like many Orono students might,
concerning the subject. What is needed
in this town is not another ordinance hut
rather an understanding of each group's
situation Many Orono residents are con-
vinced that the students will never be
able to understand
The residents have property, family
and lives that need to be respected This
respect needs to happen for trouble-free
parties to continue. The student's situa-
tion in Orono revolves around there be-
ing only two bars and a drinking age of
21. Until this changes, house parties will
happen
The students in Orono have to take
some initiative before we are fined into
oblivion. Have you ever tried to meet
your neighbor, tell them you are having a
party or asked if they had any concerns
you could address? Have you ever left
your number as an alternative to the po-
lice? Turned people away from the door
because the house was too full? Have you
ever reminded people to quiet down in
the street since people were trying to
sleep? Have you ever picked up the street
and the lawn the day after?
On the other hand, Orono residents
need to realize another ordinance com-
bined with the party ordinance is just a
lot of noise with little effect on the peo-
ple causing the problems.
Until the students and residents deal
with the disturbance problems in a pro-
gressive manner instead of another bu-
reaucratic law, we all will continue to be
bogged down by more fines, the same
parties, and the same unhappy people
The solution is respect. understanding
and cooperation. Do the UMaine stu-
dents and the Orono residents have what
it takes?
Ira% is Audet
()i
• Native Americans
Offer truth,
yield respect
To the Editor
Without a doubt, Thoreau got his ideas
or, conservation from the Penobscots who
live four miles up the road Without a
question "your" floundering forefathers
discovered the concept of detrax..- acy upon
"your" arrival and subsequent contact To-
matoes, potatoc-s, corn, squash, peanuts,
turkey, buffalo, blueberries, cranberries,
vitamin C, aspirin, the first birth control
medication, setting and plaster casting for
broken bones, and strategy in the battle
fields, just to name a few, were not dis-
covered by "you." These things, which
the whole world should he thankful for,
were introduced by indigenous people of
this hemisphere
Why then am I angered to hear that 70
N'anomami. s and (-).$ Ashaninka Indians
were massacred by gold prospectors in
the Amazon Jungle in the "International
Year of the Worlds Indigenous People.'
'The reason being that 1993 counts as 501
years of genocide and paternalism. The
United Nations General Assembly de-
clared "a new partnership" as a theme_ I
can't seem to find the old one
Only through know ledge, appreciation,
understanding and tolerance can we earn
the mutual respect we so desire. I feel that
students are deprived of an opportunity to
build on one's character and will proba-
bly leave here as the "new partners in
crimes on humanity " As a society, we
teach many things to students at the col-
lege level because they can handle the
-truth." the "real deal" Let's gi‘e them
the whole truth
Wesley Francis
Penobscot
• Religious Studies
Take hope and strength off the chopping block
To the Editor:
It has come to my attention that the
Religious Studies concentrations (both
within the Philosophy Department and
interdisciplinary) are on the verge of be-
ing eliminated As a student who is pur-
suing both concentrations, this touches
me s ery deeply But I am not the only
one, and we will not give up!
I would mst be a student at the universi-
ty if Religious Studies did not exist. Why,
you might ask, is this discipline so impor-
tant to me What does Religious Studies
give me that something else could not?
My journey has been a long and ardu-
ous one, and I can honestly say that Reli-
gious Studies has given me a grounding I
could not obtain elsewhere In a world
where the male perspecti% e abounds, Reli-
gious Studies has taught me to honor my-
self -- to honor the feminine way of being
in the world as no other course of study
could have (by-passing the model of "be-
ing" in anger, as well as reverse chauvin-
ism that permeates some courses in other
disciplines) Religious Studies has helped
me to learn how to create "balance " It has
taught me that just because the only vali-
dated perspective is that of reason and
non-emotion. I do not have to buy into this
autonomous, western masculinist canon
Religious Studies has offered me a
perspective which validates my reality
of relation. I have learned to believe in
my:self and, in so believing, have learned
to see the earth and my surroundings as
viable entities What has the masculinist
world view given us? A world of war
and self-destruction (for in destroying
the earth we are destroying ourselves)
Because we are taught it is "we" who
have reason We learn to believe it is all
right for us to ruin rainforests, pollute
the air and rivers, emit hazardous chem-
icals into precious groundwater, and ra% -
age other countries peoples, lands and
resources All because it is good for the
dollar, or for the bottom line'?' Or may-
be just because we are stronger''H",
Religious Studies offers hope — hope
for a world where everyone and ever) -
thing is treated with respect and dignity
Religious Studies offers strength ---
strength in accepting who we are and
strength in the belief that we do not base
to become Other, that we do not have to
adhere to a definition of "male" in order
to be legitimized It offers strength in the
fact that ve can legitimize outsets es as
we are, for who we are'!!'
Religious Studies has offered me so
much that I have integrated as parts of
myself Without Religious Studies. I
would not be who I am I do not want to
take this option away from future stu-
dents And I do not want the unisersity
to lose students (present or future) who
are here specifically because of the
unique Religious Studies concentrations
that now exist. They too deserve the op-
portunity to receive the benefits I have
— to learn, to grow and to become whole.
Elizabeth A. Ernerme
Student
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Your Daily
Horoscope
4111111111
For Monday, December 13
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
Your masterful mind could produce bril-
liant results in your field if you don't suc-
cumb to shallow thinking or pressure to see
quick returns. Sociable and involved, you
are a fierce foe of mediocrity and apathy in
your fellow man. You are gifted with luck
in love, and are much more attractive to the
opposite sex than you realize.
ARIES (March 21—April 19): Educa-
tional goals are emphasized. Talks with pro-
fessors lead to new directions. Rams set off
on a marvelous journey of discovery.
TAURUS (April 20—May 20): An
acquaintance's radical views are certain to
drive you nuts if you give them half a
chance. There's no use arguing with a fa-
natic.
GEMINI (May 21—June 20): A ro-
mantic attraction is sparked during the work-
day, but keep the relationship strictly pro-
fessional. At least until after hours when
you can let your hair down.
CANCER (June 21—July 22): No
amount of support is enough to satisfy an
emotionally needy friend. People in dis-
tress never believe that others do enough
for them.
LEO (July 23—August 22): Mars sex-
tile Saturn makes you incredibly produc-
tive, while the New Moon in Sagittarius
holds the promise if new beginnings.
VIRGO (August 23—September 22):
A co-worker blocks your progress. Don't
dignify the situation with a comment, be-
cause they are well prepared. Catch them
off guard later.
LIBRA (September 23—October 22):
Others press for quick answer, but take
time to consult your feelings before decid-
ing. In the end, you'll make the right choice.
SCORPIO (October 23—Nov. 21):
The Slars/Satuni %elude sees you are %
product's e best Driven and dedicated, s •
ideas are especially effective in writing
SAGITTARIUS )Nov. 22—Dec. 21):
New ideas plant the seeds for success in
1994 This is a time of new beginnings, so
don't go on making the same old mistakes
It's time to get on with your life.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22—Jan. 19): Be
certain to acknowledge an associate's re-
cent support vi ith a thank y ou note and a
small token of your esteem You has en't
forgotten
AQIL ARIUS (January 20—Feb. IN):
Stress between married ot emotionally com-
mitted couples comes from a source out-
side ot the relationship Don't take it to
heart
PISCES (February 19—March 20i:
The New Moon in Sagittarius is a hnght
aspect of new beginnings, while MLS sex-
tile Saturn suggests progress in your career
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Your Daily
Horoscope
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For Tuesday, December 14
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
You fight an inward battle of physical
cravings verses spiritual ideals. You seek
absolute truth in every instance, and may
tend to see issues as black and white when
in fact they are made up of many shades
of gray. While this inner war never really
reaches a final conclusion, its fury abates
somewhat in your later years, as you reach
an acceptable compromise
ARIES (Mardi 21—April 19): Your
desires are simply not grounded in reality
right now. Try to view your loved ones as
they actually are, now how you wish them
to be.
TAURUS (April 28—May 20): An
alliance with someone you've always con
sidered a rival, or worse, makes sense
horn both points of view. Put minor
grudges aside.
GEMINI (May 21—June 28): While
its hard to stand idly by while a co-
worker rushes toward disaster, it's im
portant that you let him make his own
mistakes.
CANCER (June 21—July 22): Fol-
low your thoughts to their logical conclu-
sion and ignore gossip. Look at recurring
patterns and project them into the future
LEO (July 23—August 22): Business
partnerships get a boost now. Trust bonds
raorkers together. Legal matters are con-
cluded. Social events are a success.
VIRGO (August 23—September 22):
This is a very talkative penosi, but you
must choose your confidants very care-
fully. Don't reveal your vulnerabilities to
a stranger.
LIBRA (September 23—October
22): Close your ears to gossip that comes
sou way this afternoon. There is little
truth to the rumors circulating now.
SCORPIO (October 23—Nos. 21):
Sssift action is needed to make the most
.,1 a financial opportunity. Even a briet
hesitation could cost you your advantage
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22—Dee. 21):
Co-workers will respond to your deter-
mination and confidence, despite their
fears. Your will to succeed is formidable
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22—Jan. 19): A
Virgo native's quest for perfection is not
attainable FOCUS y.our energies toward
more realistic goals and you will suc-
.ned
AQUARIUS (January 20—Feb. 18):
Hard work and late hours are rewarded
with professional ads ancement In the
weeks ahead You are neanng an Impor-
tant goal Pour it on'  '
PISCES (February 119—March 20):
A competitor is anxious to reach a settle
ment but is unwilling to compromise
Time is on your side Stand your ground
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Get answers to any awe, clues
bv touch tone plone 1 900-420
5656 (75e each minute)
Corrections
To bring a correction to our at-
tention. contact the Editor at 591-
1271 between the boors of 9 a.m
and noon, or stop hj the office in
the basement of 1 orrl Hall.
Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-7215-3063 to talk ton-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability. work, money, career.
relationships. family
Not a tape or computer message' Astrologers err available seven days a
week, morning through eveninE. at a t of $2 99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone The first minute is FREE You must be IS or older Call
today — 14100-726-3026.
El.
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In the Near Future:
Theater: "The Man Who Came to
Dinner." a Maine Masque Theatre pro-
duction directed by Norman Wilkinson.
8 pm Dec. 17-IS, 2 p in Dec If% Dec.
19. Hauck Auditonum. Admission
Musk: The Maple Brothers at the
Bear's Den, Thursday. Dec lh at 9 p.m.
Free. — Thursday Night at the Den is
Back "
Concert: Tuba Ensemble Perfor-
mance, part of the TGIF Senes. 1210
pm Enda). Dec. 17. Bangor Lounge.
Memonal Union Free
On-going arts and
entertainment:
Sacred Buddhist Arc from Tibet, a
Hudson Museum exhibit. through March
II, 1994 Maine Center for the Arts
Biennial Jack Wallis Amateur Pho-
tographs Exhibit, a University of Maine
Museum of Art exhibit. through Feb. 7,
1994, Graphics (iallery , Memorial Union.
Maine Panels of the Names Project -
the ;National 411)5 Quilt Project %%ill be
on display 9 a.m -4 p.m Dec. 13-15.
Bodwell Dining Area. Maine Center for
the Arts. sponsored by the UMaine AIDS
Task Force .uid the Eastern Maine AIDS
Network
Farm's Studies FSu. ational Poster
Exhibit, offered by the Department of
Human Development and Family Stud-
ies. Dec. 15-17, Memorial Union lobby.
"Penobscot Bat Scribers.- alL'Matne
Museum of Art exhibit, Dec b-Jan 17,
Hok in the Gallery. Memonal Union
"Rob/is Cluraker.- a UMaine Muse-
um of Art exhibit_ Dec. 11-Jan 1_ Carn-
egie Gallery, Carnegie Hall
"A Sense of a I'Maine Muse-
um of Art exhibit. Nov 4-Jan. 1 7. Hauck
Auditorium Gallery, Memorial I Mon
"Culture Fest.- A I 'Maine Museum
of Art exhibit. through Jan 1 Engler
Library exhibition caves
"Inuit Images • Their Lite Through
Their Art,- a Hudson Museum exhibit of
contemporary Intiit prints and carvings,
provide' a look at the changes in tradi-
tional life and the political, social and
economic issues that face Inuit people
today. through March 11. Maine Center
for the Arts
"The .4 rt Inside,' an exhibit of works
hy %up Ivor% of childhood sexual abuse,
on itisplas in the l:Maine Museum of
Art, Carnegie Hall. through Januar%
TGIF- Music, every Finday , noon.
Bangor Lounge. Union
Movies from India every Monoja
6.30 p.m , 101 Neville
Maine Review Poetry Readings, tiro
Tuesday of every month, Rams Horn
Movie and Live Music every Thurs-
day. / 10 p.m.. Ram's Horn
• On -going arts and entertsinment are
free unless ntherwise noted.
• Student performance groups gather for the season
• Theater is on the menu for a night out
• Movie reviewer wanted for next semester
• MCA review
Baroque folk play from the past
By Deanna L. Partridge
Staff Writer
Founded 20 years ago. Musica Antigua
Koln is considered among the leading ba-
ioque chamber musi. ensembles on the
international concert scene
The group's repertoire spans the ba-
roque era. with more than 150 concert and
recording engagements annualls Atter this
past weekend. they can now add playing
the Mame Center for the Arts to their list of
accomplishments
The M( '.A performance was typical of
the ensemble's willingness to vary in size
and instrumental composition to suit the
demands of its selections.
The work of George Phillip Telemann
I 1681 -1765) began the performance with
"Sonata in E minor for ttsit oboes, two
%johns. two %iotas and basso continuo "
VIr.ith a sound that seemed to just appear
in one's ear, a segment of the full group,
hiCh is Musica Antigua Koln, began rots -
mg their bows and pressing kes sin perfect
unison The dramatic strains ol the tin's e-
ment Gras intent signified this would he a
wondrous a id emotional performance
1 ranscendi ng front the intense and som
her first nuts einem. the Sonata became
noble in Alla tires e and then more testis e in
hit lhe fourth mos ement, Tendrement,
utthred the oboe in both its range and
distinctness of sound The final mos ement
reformed. ,;a..required a great deal more
hosting than the pries iims pieces and fin-
ished with the tspical tnumphant ending
.hords.
The evening's opening Sonata w a•
inerels a drop in the sast pool that is Tele-
mann'. lifework He penned SP operas and
passions, at least 1.500 contatas and set er-
al hundred orchestral suites and concertos
Everything old is new again with Musica Antigua Koln. (Boyd photo.)
Surprisingly enough, so much of Tele-
mann. s work is seldom performe I in this
country All things considered. Ile intro-
ductory selection was a rare treat
The full ensemble took the stage for
"Les Elemeni, Sy mptiome nous elle i I
by Jean Fres Rebel (166h-1747i
Director Reinhard Goebel led the was
Sec /111"SICA on page 15
• Concert review
By any other name, it's still Jazz
By Stephani Morancie
Volunteer Writer
1he 20th Centurs Musk. Lnseinble gave
its last performance last Thursdas night at
the Maine t'enter for the Adis t•Tom on,
the ensemble will he known as the I no er-
sity if Maine Jazz Ensemble
The pertornitaru-e was directed by Dr
Karel 1 Aral. who has performed in stage
ith such pr i a• Jon midis stir,, was a
regular menther ot the at k M. I Sift quintet
The en.rmhle is the I %Jame • aan big
hand and in'. '.5 ot ;t undergraduate and
graduate students The members are •211L0
ph..nots 1 'ii Prterson alto Jodie 14.tiston.
alto Keith Orlando tenor. Beck% Croft ten
and I rin Matthews. baritone Plating
1 n 'wit% ,ne, were le.11 reht Jell Priest.
I ni \e!son and rhro Wititne. bass Thr
trumpet ses t ion consisted of Das id Walker.
Arkly Camp i Pba• id( it,t1 and Tres ot Spaul
ding Rhythm was pros ided Pit Bill V. hit
tat let and ( weg Staples on Piano "sathan
V. ikon and ( 'ome Rohert• on Ras.. and Jas
I astir and Chuck Prinn on Drums The
pertomters worked together to male an en
toy able evening for the audience
Beginning the program was a rousing
piece w nnenhs Charlie Parker and n-anged
INck Leih titled "Scrapple 1- om the
Apple" This song was well chosen for the
rhythm quickly caught the audience's atten-
tion and held it The second song. written by
See JAZZ on page 15
Members of the 20th Century Music Ensemble jam (Boyd photo.)
111•1111
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Musica from page 14
as the group journeyed through the ele-
ments, beginning with Le Cahos. The first
sounds to the first movement are a simulta-
neous compilation of all the notes in the D
minor harmonic scale.
By the original composer's own de-
scription: this is chaos, which resolves it-
self into the single tone representing Earth.
From there, the remaining elements were
carried through the work in motif.
Particularly striking to the performance
was the distinct articulation of every note
by the bassoons. So often preciseness can
be lost in what can quickly become a mud-
dled tone of these deeper instruments.
All of the musicians were expressive
in their intense interpretations of the works
they presented. The string section swayed
and bobbed with the waves of notes that
flowed from their bowing techniques. The
cellists and violone player dipped and
dove into sections of the pieces, making
broad movements and then regaining com-
posure for an almost painfully slow sus-
tained note.
Demonstrative of Rebel's variety of
skills, this work taken in its entirety chal-
lenges the listener to a range of musical
emotions. Unsettling then resolved, plac-
id then majestic: the work is as indicative
of the nature of the elements as it is the
nature of the human experience. Both are
thoroughly enjoyable and yet tenibly com-
plex
The finale featured the work of one of
the most successful opera composers of the
18th century, Christoph Willibald Gluck
t1714-1787).
Well adored by the public. Gluck didn't
enjoy much mutual respect with his his
peers such as Handel. Perhaps this is be-
cause Gluck sought to break away fi om the
formalized and stylized direction or era of
his day had taken.
Gluck's "Les Amours d' Alexandre et
de Roxane" was first performed for the
Italian emperor's birthday in 1764. Almost
130 years later, its beautiful notes lingered
among the red and black setting of he
Hutchins Concert Hall stage adorned with
poinsettias.
Drawing heavily on a horn section and
liberal use of the timpani, the pieces tha:
formed this work carried force with them.
The use of more penetrating instruments
also allowed the ensemble to show off its
control over volume. The brass again really
got to show their stuff, accompanied by an
eager percussionist in an ending that con-
tinued to climb in escalating vigor and
fanfare.
An equally eager audience was quick to
respond with resounding applause, but was
slow to rise to its feet, failing to due so in its
entirety.
The faithful were rewarded with an un-
announced encore performance that car -
ned with it as much if not more energy as
the full performance. Finally, the audience
acquiesced with the standing ovation, but
not before really making the ensemble work
for it. In good humor, the group showed
that two could play it that way, and finished
with a second encore that only lasted a few
brief moments and held the audience for
seconds because they didn't know if it was
done or not.
From the majestic and commanding to
the soft and unobtrusive. Musica Antigua
Koln and Goebel know their Baroque.
Jazz from page 14
Neal Hefti, was slower and more Blues
based, titled "Li• I Darlin'."
Following this sad piece was the upbeat
"Stella By Starlight." This piece was written
by Ned Washington and Victor Young and
was arranged by Dave Wolpe.
After a brief intermission. "Us," written
by Thad Jones, was performed and again,
this was the perfect piece to spark the audi-
ence's attention and help hold it for the rest
of the second half. Before the next piece
Director Lidral remarked that even though
the song was titled "Dauphin Dance"( written
hs Herbie Hancock and arranged by Bob
Mintzer), they enjoyed calling it the Dol-
phin Dance and then immediately began
playing the happy tune. It brought smiles to
the faces of many spectators.
he most charming song of the evening
was the duet of Teri-) Lidral on piano and DT
Lidral on soprano saxophone The song was
very fitting for the season, titled" The Christ-
mas Song." written by Mel Tonne and ar-
ranged by Dr Lidral.
The group sent the audience home with a
sparkling piece titled "1-1!, ing Horne" which
was written by Benn Goodman and Lionel
Hampton and arranged by Dave Barduhn
The piece was well choreographed with each
section standing up and "dancing" when their
time came Laughter rippled through the au-
dience evers time Upon ending. the audi-
ence gave a well-deserved standing ovation
and the members obliged with a last round of
"Flyirg Home his enure production made
for an extremeis fulfilling evening
0
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Students sing-in me spirit,
By Stephani Morancie
Volunteer Writer
On Sunday afternoon at the Maine Center
fix the Arts, the Collegiate ( tamale, the ( Nato-
rio Society, and the 1 iniversity Singers joined
((roes and presented "A Y uktide Celebration ."
Their hard work through the semester was well
worth the time and energy 1 he three groups
gaveatmly spectacular performance that amazed
the crowd and culminated in a standing ovation.
Colkgiete Chorale, directed by Steven
Grives and accompanied by pianist Margaret
Katherine Jellison began the performance
The group began with a traditional piece from
South Africa arranged by ('aniline Lyon The
second song was slower. titled "Wake, A w ake.-
and was followed by -Cantique de Jean Ra-
cine" by Gabriel Fame, which featured Rebec-
ca Gnu on the flute
The fourth song presented by the Chorale
was "A Lativan Chnstmas written by
Andrejs and directed by student A Robert
Di, sine and was a slower piece that warmed
the hearts of the listeners
The last two songs r resented by the Colle-
giate Chorale were "Ant iphon from Five Mys-
tical Songs,- written by Ralph Vaughn Will-
iam and "Rhosymedre Lovely,- written by
Vauein Williams. Thesr two songs were vi-
brant and were a fitting ending to the Colle-
giate Chorale's performance.
Second up on the prof Mill was the Oratorio
Siskt , conducted by Dennis Cox and accroi-
panied by Lillian Garwood on piano. This
group. composed of 129 members, has singers,
young nd old, from all around the community
they performed "Selections trout A Cere-
mony of Carols" The most beautiful pieces
were "Balulatow" featuring soprano Candace
Sorrentino and the song "Deo (iracias," which
had excellent harmonizing between the differ-
ent levels of voices.
The University Singers appeared next, con-
sisting of 65 performers and conducted by
Dennis Cox with accompanist Alison Mell-
ody, a graduate student. The first song they
sang was "God Is Gone Up With A Merry
Noise," written by James Cray. The group
harmonized so well that it seemed as if a whole
orchestra was in the concert hall.
Another wonderful piece was "Jerusalem,"
written by Max Janowski. This Hebrew song
was directed by assistant Cathy Sinaha. It
started slowly but ended up as a gorgeous tune
that made the listeners smile.
The Singers finished their program with "I
Gondolieri" by Gioacchino Rossini. This was
a quick piece that left the audience almost
breathless.
The most amusing group of the evening
were the Maine Swine's, a group of nine Men in
multi-colored suspenders and Santa hats sing-
ing "Jingle Bell Rock The entire audience was
laughing from this group, who did an ,unaring
job in harmorimag perfectly with one another
Last and &fin tr Is hest, w as the , ornh na -
Don of all the groups There was no need for
any microphone because there were enough
voices to make angels hear
The lights went down completel) in the
entire hall and silence weighed heavily on
See YULETIDE on page 16
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• Maine Masque review
Production of 'Dinner' worth going out for
By F. J. Gallagher
Staff Writer
The Maine Masque Theatre production
of The Man Who Caine to Dinner" is easily
the best thing to be staged in Hauck Audito-
num in quite a while Everything from the
acting to the sets to the costumes and light-
Students act out a scene from Maine Masque's current show. (Courtesy photo.)
6tudent &nate News
Resolutions
1) S-24-11-30-93
An act to amend the Student Government Fair Elections
Practices Commission Guidelines.
2) S-211-11-30-93
An act to endorse the Green Lights program of the United States
Environmental Protection Agency, using lighting in an energy
efficient manner, while maintaining and improving lighting
quality and performance in a cost effective manner.
• THE FOLLOWING COMMITTEES NEED STUDENTS •
Folger Library Advisory Board (1)
Honorary Degrees Committee (1)
Student Administrative Appeals Board (4)
Student Affairs Advisory Committee (3)
Student Conduct Code (1)
Student Employment Advisory Committee (1)
University Bookstore Committee (1)
Traffic and Safety Committee (1)
Please contact the Student Government Office
MEETING. Tuesday at 6:00 PM
107 Corbett Business Building
Spring Semester Meeting: Tuesday, January 18, 1994
ing was first-rate.
The story revolves around Mr. Sheridan
Whiteside, a radio-era star of the airwaves,
who has had an accident at the Stanley home
and ends up staying considerably longer
than either he or the Stankys would like.
The Stanleys are small-town Ohio folk.
Whiteside is the perfect curmudgeon, a cyn-
ic who is very adept at tossing off the most
acidic barbs. Into the Stanley household he
brings his secretary Maggie, and an assorted
entourage of friends and visitors. The result
is a comedy that is at times reminiscent of
the Marx Brothers
Whiteside is played by Brian Hinds, who
some people might remember from a previ-
ous Masque production, "The Importance
of Being Earnest." His performance here is
unparalleled. His cometic timing is great,
and the confidence he projects in his role
seems to nourish the performances of the
rest of the cast. The humor can be dry, and
the dialogue is laced with cultural reference
points from the '30s, yet Hinds' perfor-
mance never rings false.
Maggie, played by Deborah Elz, is also
very entertaining. Eli plays the secretary to
Whiteside and she is the object °Ione of his
manipulations. At times her projection tend-
ed to be a tad shrill, but more often than not,
she was fine
The sets were outstanding. It seems with
every production they are getting better This
set was obviously very labor-intensive, and
the work paid off. In a play like this, an
inferior staging could very easily detract from
the quality of any performance, no matter
what the calibre. Wayne Merritt has captured
the essence of a radio days-era American
Home and translated it to the cavernous space
of Hauck Auditorium wonderfully. The wood-
work 00 the staircase, the furniture, the French
doors, everything was right on....especially
the sarcophagus.
It is too bad that the audience for this
particular show was so small. Such an out-
standing effort by so many people deserves
much greater attention from the community.
The show will run at Hauck Auditori-
um through next week. Shows are at 2
p.m. on Dec. 16 and 19, and at 8 p.m. on
Dec. 17 and 18.
Yuletide from page 15
everyone's ears. Then, softly, the singers be-
gan, holding little lights that lit only their faces
as they walked in from the sides of the stage,
performing "Still, Still, Still". arranged by
Norman Luboff. Next, the singers sang tradi-
tional Christmas carols such as "0 Come, All
Ye Faithful," "Silent Night" "Deck the Halls,"
and "0 Holy Night "
The pert"( inners were then accompanied by
A. Robert Dionne on the flute with 'iesu. Joy of
Man's Desiring." by 1S. Bach and "0 Sweet
Lank Child," arranged by William Bausano.
The program's finale was a traditional
piece that has always been sung every year at
the celebration — the Hallelujah Chorus, wnt-
ten by G. F Handel, had everyone standing.
These wonderful voices easily filled the entire
hall The singers deserved all the applause they
received and more, especially for putting a
little holiday spirit into everyone.
Old Orono
Oddment8
By: Dr. A. Douglas Granville
A collection printed in the Old Town—Orono Tunes
Found at: UMaine Bookstore
The Ampersand
Orono Public Library
Makes a great Christmas gift!
For: $21.20
where to go for cool gift ideas.
Save 10% on Gift Certificates
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SportsNews
The Campus
Sports Ticker
UMaine wen 102, New Hampshire 42
UMaine First Place Performances;
Scan Tynan. Mile Run, 4:20.87; Brian
Bonser, Long Jump, 21'81/2"; Gieg Stev-
an, 350 Wl",45'2"; Joh_n Zinckraff,403M,
51.67; Skip Ford, 600Y, / :15; Andre P4111.
60Y, 6.54, Rob Lucas, Shot Put, 46`9";
Preston Noon, 800M, 2A1.41; Ford,
10(OY, 2: 19.29; Brian Banos, l'fitilknflPi
6'4 1/2"; Roan Sterling, 2A.841„ 22.89;
Tynan, Two Mile, 1006; Me Rehry,
3.30.76, Two Mile Relay, 813.14.
women 74, VMaine 67
1.1Maine First Place Performances:
Julie Skillings, 400M, 61.99; Cynthia
Pomerleatt 1..ong Jump, 154 3/4', Beth
Pet...-rs. 60,7.60; Heather Pola, 1000Y,
2:56.51; Danxy Parker, 200M. 28 17;
Marcia Wells. Triple Jump. 34'6 3/4';
Karen Cm-tiptoe', Shotput, 412112'
Ward won't be
NFL's top choice
NEW YORK (AP/ - The No 1
player in college football won't be the
No. I pick in the NFL draft. In fact
Charlie Ward may not even play pro
football.
Ward, the Reisman To:aptly-winning
quarterback and starbasketball player from
Florida State, still hasn't decided whether
to pursue a career in the NFL or NBA.
"I' In in no hurry," he said Saturday
after winning the Heisman by the sec-
ond-largest margin ever. "I'll make a
decision in April and stick with it.'"
Despite his Heisman landslide, Ward
is projected as a second-rounder in the
NFL draft on Aprn 24. Scouts question
his arm strength and wony that his scram-
bling could lead to serious injuries
But Dave-Te Thomas, who puhlishes
the NFL Draft Report. thinks Ward has
enough talent to become an NFL starter.
"He's not going to throw the ball 50
yards on every play." 'Mamas said. "But
neither did Joe Montana or Bart Stan,
and they both turned cut to be pretty
good quarterbacks.”
Thorna_s said Ward's decision not
play in any. laistseason ail-star games has
hurt his standing with NFL scouts
-If be played in just one of those
games.. it would boost his stock," he
said "Everybody wants to see him play
against the other top players -
Still, Thomas thinks the 6- toot-2, 190-
pi. mud Ward has a better chance to make
tin the NFL than the NBA
Although Flonda State' basketball
tea. r is 40-IS with Ward as the qartIng
point guard, he averaged only 7X points
and 5.5 assists last season.
"He's a good basketball player, but
he hasn't exactly lit it up," Thomas said.
Thomas said Heismart runner-up
Heath Shuler of Tennessee and Trent
Diger of Remo Stale will be the
• UMaine hockey loses twice, drops to 8-5
• Goodbye, Paul Kariya?
• UMaine men's hoop defeated by URI, 96-78
• UMaine hockey
Black Bears losing skid reaches three
UMaine falls to UNH (7-3) and UMass-Lowell (5-0) in weekend action
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
The blue and white sign, hung just below
the Alfond Arena luxury boxes, attempted to
offer the depleted and demoralized Universi-
ty of Maine hockey team some encourage-
ment,
"It's all behind you now," read the sign.
"Now it's on with it."
Unfortunately, the first 'it' — meaning
the star-crossed Black Bears' recent string of
injuries, suspensions and lasses — wasn't
quite history yet, thanks in large part to
Dwayne Roloson.
The University of Ma.ssachussetts-Low -
ell senior goalie stopped all 28 shots he faced,
leading the Chiefs to a 5-0, an over UMaine
in a Sunday afternoon matinee at Alfond.
UMaine fell to 8-5 on the season, 7-3 in
Hockey Fast play.
Roloson's shutout was the first of his
career and the first against the Black Bears
since they were blanked 4-0 by Michigan
State on Nov. 22,1986. It was also UMaine's
third consecutive loss, having been handed
its second straight defeat Friday by a 7-3
UMaine's Barry Clukey skates past Lowell's Brendan Concannon (Boyd photo.)
score versus the University of New Hamp-
shire.
"1 think Dwayne is the best goaltender in
the country," UMass-Lowell coach Bruce
Crowder said. "He's been slighted in the past
as far as receiving honors, but he doesn't care
about those things. He just wants to win."
Roloson put the Chiefs in position to win
See UMA1NE HOCKEY LOSES
on page 19
• Column
Was Friday all for 'St. Paul?'
UMaine coach Grant Standbrook embraces departing (for good?) Black Bear
star Paul Kariya after UMaine's loss to UNH Friday. Kariya left for Team
Canada following the game (Boyd photc.)
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
Paul Kariya is skating
toward a future most 19 -
yeas olds can only dream
ahout But for rme night,
the greatest player in Uni-
versity of Maine hockey history wanted to
remain in the present just a little bit longer.
1-riday night. the l : Maine and University
of Nev. Hampshire hockey teams battled at
the Lunioerland County Civic Center in
Portland Sadly for UMaine fans, the Wild-
cats won, 7-3.
Years from now, the game may still be
remembered, but not because it was the Black
Bears' most disheartening loss to their inter-
state rival in dozens of hard-fought contests.
Instead, it may be remembered as the last
time Paul Kariya wore the blue-and-white
uniform of UMaine.
The evening began with a little foreshadow-
ing — the public address announcer, running
through the Black Bean' starting lineup, said.
"A sophomore forward, playing hts_final game
for the University (1 Mainr, number nine, Paul
Kafiya.- And it ended with a lot of tear,
The UMaine postgame lockeroom was
like a funeral parlor Why wouldn't it be
This was undoubtedly the low point of a
SP-4SM that long ago met its quota of contro-
versy.  injury and ineligibility
Tonight, thry. had been humiliated by
one of their biggest rivals, and, topping it
all off, their captain, a hockey prodigy
revered so much that some called him "St
Paul." was hopping a plane for Sweden,
on to the Olympics and someday the NHL,
See FINN COLUMN
on page 18
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• UMaine men's basketball
Rams hammer Bears, 96-78
By Chris DeBeck
Sports Writer
Experience proved to be the kes tor the
University of Rhode Island Rams in its
UMaine's Francois Bouchard shoots
over a URI defender (Boyd photo.)
game against the University of Maine Black
Bears at Alfond Arena Saturday.
URI, starting four seniors, relied on its
NCAA tournament experience to counter a
14-6 UMaine start, eventually gaining a
lead the Rams would not relinquish.
It was that experience that slowly took
control of the game in the second half,
leading URI to a 96-78 victory over UMaine
before 1.282 fans at Alfond.
URI improves to 3- I on the season, while
the Black Bears drop to 1-3 on the season.
"We never really panicked," URI for-
ward Andre Samuel said. "We knew we
needed a couple of defensive stops."
UMaine sprinted out to a 14-6 lead at the
16:01 mark in the first half, keyed by eight
points by Francois Bouchard.
The Rams countered, holding the Black
Bears without a field goal for the next 3:35,
outsconng the Black Bears 15-1 during that
span. Samuel keyed the run with two three-
Scc UMAINE MEN
on page 19
Old Town House of Pizza
Free Delivery
827-6144
2 Small
1 Topping pizzas
For $ 5.99
Expire: 12/31/93
2 Large
1 Topping pizzas
For $9.99
Expires: 12131/93
.1 511 Stillwater Ave
nuine Draft
rvie,lents the
• 1/4 0-POSI
• 1/5 (HUCKL
• 1 /6 TRIBE!
• 1/11 CLIFFS OF DONNEENI
• 1/12 IRATIONS!"-
• 1/13 TO BE ANNOUNCED
COLLEGE WEEK S../ALS
$45
January 2-7&944, 1994
• One night slopeside condo lodging
• Use of Sports dr Fitness Club
• All day lift tielpt
• 6225 Five day packages available
For Tickets Call The Concert Line
207-237-2000
For Concert Lodging Packages Call:
1-800-THE-LOAF I/usaeis sift NI
Finn Column from page 17
probably never to skate another shift
with them again.
The only sotaxis came from Kariya's
cubicle, where, as usual, the Black Bear
captain was hounded by a horde of report-
ers. Stripping off his gear methodically.
red-eyed and frustrated, Kari ya nooethelmis
answered questions with his customary
grace, never snapping, though some of his
teammates may have wished he would.
-Let the kid breathe,- muttered injured
UMaine defenseman Jason Weinrich as he
walked by "knee."
Still, the questions kept coming.
"This isn't the way you wanted you're
college aireer to end, is it, Paul?," one
asked
"It's all still speculation right now. I'm
just very disappointed right now,- Kariya
said, valiantly fighting back the tears.
"What happened tonight? Were you
guys unprepared?," another asked_
-They played well and converted on the
power-play. We didn't" Kariya said, look-
ing straight down at the floor.
"How is this team going to do without
you?," inquired a particularly insensitive
scribe.
Kariya looked up.
-They'll play real well," he said. -They
have Cal (Ingraham, who tar been aiming
out an NCAA suspension) coming back..."
And then the tears came, aucklen and
unrestrained. Perhaps they were touched
off by the thought of never playing again
with ;Hs old iineruate, his little buddy whom
he set up again and again for a good number
of Cal's 46 goals in the magical champion-
ship SC4ISOn last year. Perhaps it was the
disappointment cf going out with a loss,
though he certainly did his part with two
typically dazzling assists.
Or perhaps he knew what we all felt.
though he hasn't formally announced it yet
— that indeed, it was his final collegiate
game
As Kariya said goodbye to his each of
his teammates, an oversized Black Bears
letter jacket hanging on his shoulders and
luggage in his hand, UMaine defenseman
Lee Saunders otTered the kid a sage piece of
advice.
"Don't let it pass'you too quickly," said
Saunders. the team' s leather-and-scruff free-
spirit. -Take it easy and enjoy it"
Kanya nodded, the tears transformed
into a half-smile, then turned in the direction
UMaine interim head coach Grant Stard-
brook_ Staraihmok, a fatherly man who many
Black Bears swear is dr reason they came as
UMaine in the &Velar, sat, the kid coming
and met him halfway tri an embrace.
-I love this kid," Standbrook said tune
one in particular in the Wan returned to
Kariya's eyes -I ake care of yourself."
Yes, Paul, do take care of yourself. A id
on behalf of anyone who has ever tern; a-
tartly lost their breath after you've threae d
a blind pass, pulled off your patented sp n-
o-rama or spilt a pair of All-Conference
defenseman on your knees, these's only one
thing left to say:
Thanks for the mernorim.
C7aid Finn is a senior journalism major
..`orrn Bath, ME who Trill holds out hope that
PK will return_
Interview for I
0 your future
1112 career here.
•
W2 The Maine RecruitingConsortium is primarily' for non-technical seniors and graduate
students in Sciences, Business & Liberal Arts.
Companies participating
American Tounstar
Ames Deparhnent Store
Brooks Drug
CVS
Cambia) Corporation
Eckerd Family Youth Alternatives
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Financial Strategies Group
G.H. Bass & Co./Wholesale Div.
GMAC
Hannaford Brothers Company
John Ilancock Financial Services
lohn Hancock Financial Svcs/Dover
Keane Incorporated
Liberty Mutual Insurance/Info Sys-
MetropohtanLife
Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance
(co Drug/ Say-On Drugs
Peoples Heritage Bank
Pfizer, Inc. Central Research Div
Radio Shack Division of Tandy Co.
Sadler Coffey Insurance Agency
The Upjohn Company- Sales
Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.
Interviews for full-time jobs after graduation
take place on Thursday, March 3 at the Holi-
ay Inn by the Bay, Portland.
ou may register for placement services at the
Calmer Center by simply bringing copies of your
resume for each company which interests you by
Wednesday, December 23. Call 581-1359. II
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UMaine men fall to Rams from page 18
pointers, and Kyle Ivey
-Jones added four.
URI never trailed after that point, and
[Maine cutting the lead to two with 11:50
left on a Bouchard lay-up.
The Black Bears did come back, cutting
a I4-point Ram advantage to seven on three
occasions, only to be turned back by the
Rams and their trapping defense.
Al Skinner, URI coach, started to employ
the trap to disrupt UMaine's offense and
force the Black Bears to use extra energy.
"For them, they worked so hard to get
back in the game. with us putting the press
on made them work that much harder. They
seemed comfortable against our Zone and
against our man-to-man," he said. "We had
to take them out of the flow."
UMaine coach Rudy Keeling felt his squad
tensed as the Black Bears closed the gap.
"When the game was close, we tightened
up." Keeling said "We have to get away
from that."
Cordell Llewellyn, a transfer from Wake
Forest, provided a spark off the bench for the
Rams, scoring 12 of his 20 points in the
second half.
"I have to go out there and help the team,
not doing one specific thing," Llewellyn
said.
Llewellyn was one of five Rams who
scored in double figures, with Samuel lead-
ing all scorers with 25 points. Llewellyn and
Kyle Ivey-Jones added 20 points each, Ab-
dul Fox contributed 14 and Carlos Cofield
added II points.
'This team doesn't have one go-to guy,"
URI guard Abdul Fox said.
Despite the victory, Skinner said his team
still needs improvement.
"They were able to make a run," Skinner
said. -That's an area I'm concerr.ed about.
Keeling felt the Black Bears displayed
some positive signs despite the loss.
"I thought we played well on defense
until we started to scramble," Keeling said.
-We also got better from half to half."
Bouchard scored 20 points to lead
UMaine, Ed Jones added 12, and Casey
Arena and Chris Collins contributed 10
points for the Bla,..k Bears.
UMaine faces Central Connecticut Mon-
day night at 7:30 p.m. at Affond Arena.
UMaine hockey drops two from page 17
by stopping 16 UMaine shots in the first
period, while his teammates scored three
times on four shots against helpless Black
Bear goalie Blair Allison.
Ian Hebert, Mike Murray and Dave Bar-
rozino staked the Chiefs to a 3-0 lead against
the inexperienced and injury-weakened
UMaine defense.
"Blair started slowly, but he played pretty
well after that," said UMaine interim head
coach Grant Standbrook. "We tell him that
three goals is a shutout for him, and when he
gives them up doesn' t matter Unfortunately,
we couldn't get three against Roloson. We
couldn't get one."
Christian Sbrocca scored a second period
goal for the Chiefs, now 8-3-2 overall and 5-
2-1 in Hockey East action. Impressive fresh-
man Greg Bullock added his 12th goal of the
season to close the scoring in the final period.
The Black Bears lost to another Hockey
East foe Friday, though the game with UNH
doesn't count in league standings. Like
UMass-Lowell, the Wildcats overmatched
the UMaine defense to beat the Black Bears
for the first time in their last 16 tries.
UMaine limited UNH (11-3) to 39 at-
tempts - the least amount of shots by an
opponent since the Black Bears held Ohio
State to 34 on Nov. 3, 1989. But most of the
chances came on two-on-one and three-on-
two breaks, and seven of them ended up in the
net behind UMaine goalie Blair Marsh
Standbrook eventually pulled Marsh at
the 13:30 mark of the third period after what
was a 3-3 game suddenly became a 7-3 UNH
blowout.
Goals by the Wildcats' Eric Rinton, Nick
Poole and Scott Malone in a span of ; :37 in
the third gave UNH a 6-3 advantage. Eric
Royal scored six minutes later for the final
margin, prompting Marsh's removal. though
Standbrook didn't fault the sophomore net-
minder.
"I didn't remove Blair because of ineffec-
tiveness," Standbrook said. -Our defense is
hurting, and 1 thought he might have needed
a rest."
Marsh was effective early, as was the
UMaine offense in taking a 3-2 lead. Dan
Shemierhom, Barry Clukey and Mike Laten-
dresse helped the Black Bears jump out to a
3-2 second period lead. Two of the goals were
assisted by Black Bear captain Paul Kariya
who was playing what could be his final
game as a Black Bear
Kany:a, teary-eyed, said goodbye to all his
teammates and coaches after the game, and
caught a flight to Sweden to join Team Canada
prior to the Olympics. He may or may not
return to UMaine after the Lillehammer games,
but his disappointment Friday indicated that it
was indeed his last collegiate game.
Standbrook, coaching his first game in
place of suspended UMaine coach Shawn
A'alsh, was also upset.
"This game is clearly a disappointment."
Standbrook said. -Our players don't handle
the disappointment of a loss well _I m sure the
players will remember this the next time we
play New Hampshire."
Black Bear Notes: Senior defenseman
Lee Saunders missed Sunday's game after
reaggravating a groin injury versus UNH
Saunders joined fellow wounded blueliners
Jason Weinrich, Jason Mansoff and Jacque
Rodrigue on the Black (and Blue) Bears'
sideline. Standbrook said there is no timeta-
ble on how long Saunders will be out.
"He has a deep groin pull," Standbrook
said. "It's the kind of injury that needs rest to
heal, and we're going to rest him until it
• UMaine senior forward/defenseman
Justin Tomberlin left today to join his cancer-
stricken mother at their family home in Min-
nesota. Standbrook isn't sure when Tomber-
lin will return.
• Senior forward Cal Ingraham and jun-
ior defenseman Andy Silverman were
named the new Black Bear co-captain's in
Kari ya' s absence.
SUBw Air
18 Mill St•Orono•Maine•866-3550
SODA:
small - .94
SNACKS:
chips - .80 cookies .41
medium - 1.05 large 1.16
Buy one footiong,
get the next 1, 2 or 3
at $3 each.
Offer applies only to the purchase of footIong subs.
Not good with any other offers.
Highest price prevails.
LEztrires 12/24/93 
SANDWICHES
\
yvhire Wheat 6" Foot
COLD CUT COMBO (ham, salami, bok)g0a) 1.80 317
SPICY ITALIAN 2.86 4.02
BMT 3.06 423
SUBWAY CLUB 3.06 4.23
TUNA••TUNA 3.06 423
SEAFOOD & CRAB 3.49 5.08
MEATBALL 243 3.59
STEAK & CHEESE 3.28 4.44
BBQ RIB 3.28 4,44
BBQ CHICKEN 3.28 4.44
TURKEY BREAST 2.86 4.02
ROAST BEEF 2.86 4.02
HAM & CHEESE 2.86 4.02
VEGGIES & CHFESE 1.58 2,64
BLT 2.00 3.17
CHICKEN SALAD -All White Meat 3,06 4.23
ADD BACON' 0.53 1.06
WITH:
cheese
onions
lettuce
•All prices include sales tax.
tomatoes
pickles
peppers
olives hot pepper
salt/pepper mustard
oil/vinegar mayo
'$l OFF footlong or
50' OFF 6" sub.
Not good with any other offers
J.
Expires 12/24/93
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• NFL Roundup
Giants clinch playoff berth; Patriots beat Cincy
By Barry WIlner
AP Football Writer
After two seasons of giant steps hack-
ard, the New York Giants has e leaped into
the playoffs before anyone else
The Giants won their fifth straight game
Sunday, beating Indianapolis 20-6 to clinch
an NFC wild-card berth. If they win the rest
of their games (New Orleans. Phoenix.
Dallas). the Giants (10-3) will have home-
field advantage throughout the conference
playoffs.
"It's great to be in the playoffs, but we
still have three games to go." guard Bob
Klatch said. "We don't want to be a wild
card. If we win a couple of more games,
good things can happen around here."
Good things already are happening for
a team that was 8-8 and then 6-10 under
Ray Handley Dan Ree‘ es replaced Hand-
ley this season and has gotten the Giants
back to the form that carried them to th:
1990 champiimship
Rodney Hampton rushed for a career -
high 173 yards and a touchdown.
The Colts (4-9) have not scored a touch-
down in 17 straight quarters.
Bills 10, Eagles 7
At Philadelphia, the Bills (9-4) over-
came two interceptions, two fumbles and
three missed field goals by taking advantage
of two late turnovers by Philadelphia (5-8),
which has lost eight of nine.
Heath Sherman lost the ball to Mickey
Washington on the Bills' 29 to set up Frank
Reich's touchdown pass to Pete Metzelaars
with 3:44 left. Vai Sikahema fumbled the
ensuing kickoff to set up Steve Chnstie's
34-yard field goal to win it. It was Sikahe-
ma's second fumble of the game.
Oilers 19, Browns 17
The host Oilers (9-4) won their eighth
straight, their longest streak since 1961. A
victory at Pittsburgh next Sunday would
clinch the division title for Houston.
Al Del Greco kicked four field goals
and Cris Dishman got his fourth intercep-
tion in as many games. Cleveland (6-7) led
10-0 as Vinny Testaverde, in his first start
since recovering from a shoulder separa-
tion, threw two touchdown passes.
Rams 23, Saints 20
At New Orleans. the Saints, unable to
stop Jerome Bettis, continued slumping. The
Saints (7-6) have lost six of eight after
starting with five straight wins.
Despite missing the second quarter with
a bruised stomach, Bettis became the first
rookie since Bo Jackson six years ago to
rush for 200 yards in a game, running for
212. including a 7I-yard touchdown, for
Los Angeles (4-9). He also went over 1.000
yards for the season.
Patriots 7, &mph 2
Way down at the bottom of the stand-
ings. Cincinnati (1-12) sank a game below
New England (2-11). which snapped a sev-
en-game slide.
The Patriots' defense, which has allowed
74 points in its last seven games, stopped
Eric Ball on a fourth down at the New
England 1 with 1:16 left.
New England scored on Drew Bledsoe's
8-yard pass to Ben Coates with 25 seconds
left in the first half.
Maine Campus classifieds Slop by the basement of lotdflail for your classified ad.
Childcare sitter-To care for 3 & 5 yr old
in my home M-F beginning Jan 3rd Call
827-6855 after 5 p m
Nannies/Childcare-The premier
agency-9 years experience Families ga
lore! Over 2000 placements in NY, NJ, CT,
PA, and sunny FL Call today-placed to-
morrow Nannies plus 1(800) 752 -0078
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-Fish
cries-Students needed' Many earn up to
S2,000./mo in canneries or $3,000 -
S6,000./mo on fishing vessels Many
employers provide room & board & trans-
portatton Over 8,000 openings No expe-
rience necessary' Male or female Get the
necessary head start on next summer
For more information call (206)545-4155
ext A5067
Cruise Ships Now Hiring-Earn up to
$2,00G• 'month working on cruise ships
or land-tour companies World travel
Summer & full-time employment avail-
able No experience necessary For more
information call 1-206-634-0468 ext
C5067
• ,i-7.47
SPRING BREAK-7 Nights from $299
includes Air, hotel, transfers, parties and
morel Nassau/Paradise Island, Cancun,
Jamaica, San Juan Organize a small group-
Earn free trip plus commissions' 1-800-
GET-SUN 1
SKI-Intercollegiate Ski Weeks, ONLY
$209 Includes 5 DAY LIFT TICKET/5
NIGHTS LODGING (LUXURY CONDO)/ 5
DAYS INTERCOLLEGIATE ACTIVITIES
(Drinking age -18) Sponsors include
Molson and Mt Orford, CANADA (just
across the Vermont border) Group leader
AN 2 7 & 9 ' 4 Soringbreak
all Ski Travel lin 'nd 1 -800-
Travel and study in Canada next Fall!!
Many undergraduate opportunities-En
glish or French, East. Central. or West
Get info before Holiday break Gail Yvon
x1-4225, Canadian-American Center,
154 College Ave
Lost: Pair of blue insulated gloves on
2nd floor Neville Call x8494
Lost: Gold colored ring w/ red stone It
is a class ring Lost in Stodder quad
before Thanksgiving break Reward Of-
fered. Call x6331
Lost: Between the Union. Neville and
the MCA parking lot, a set of 4 keys on
a yellow 'Crew' keychain and Maine
bearpaw key chain If found, call 866-
7328
Lost: One computer disk Called Media
Flight Plan for Macintosh In or around
Lord Hall 12/3 Call x1273 Colleen
Lost: Leather women's wallet on Fri
around midnight between Margarita's &
Dryden Apts Reward offered. Contact
Alexandra at 866-3304
Lost Khaki backpack containing books,
paints, and Frisbee on Sat at 8 45 a m
Me hitchhiking, U snowboarding Call
Jamie 866 7791, 42 Mill St
Lost: Gold ring with black stone Lost
12/3 between Neville and Union Call
Patricia x1350
Pound: Suzuki motorcycle key in the
parking lot by Lath Fitness Center on
Dec 10th Call x1121
Found: In Memorial Gym-Many items
such as glasses, watches, earrings, a
camera and a beeper have been turned
in the the Lost and Found at the Recre
ational Sports Office, 140 Memorial Gyro
If you have lost any of these items, they
can be claimed from 7 30a m to 5 p m
Monday through Friday
Found: Gray cat in parking lot behind
Oxford Hall on Thurs Call x7733 or 866
7901
Found: At information center in the
Memorial Union If you lost any of these
items, please check between 8 a m
4 30 p m Assorted jewelry, eye glasses,
eye glass cases, sun glasses, gloves.
books, notebooks, jackets, sweaters
hats, scarves, mugs, umbrellas small
cooler
Found: A Ford car key in the area of
Hannibal Hamlin on Wed 8th Contact
the Maine Campus x1273
1983 Jeep Cu -Soft top, runs good
Graduating, must sell S1200 or B 0 Call
866- 7681
-Fa-size mattress • box spring!! For
sale' Only S501 Real cozy' Call Dan at 1-
8833
Amiga 500 computer-Super resolution,
graphics and killer music and speech Like
super VGA and Soundblaster built-in' 1
meg memory, 2 disk drives, color moni-
tor, over 100 games, animation and pro
ductm y programs Mouse and 2 joy-
sticks $400/130, will consider trades Jeff
827 7928
2 Cruise tickets to Bahamas-Round
trip, 5350 or E3/0 For info. call Viklo at
827 5430
Radius color pivot monitor w/ II Si
interface/accelerator $600 or 8/0 Call
Scott at x1272 or Brendan at x1267
Tree of Hope in Union-Dec. 13-17,
8 30-4 Donate money, food, clothing
for Christmas Sponsored by Tau Beta
Sigma
Stop wasting 555-Your toner cartridge,
HP III, Apple, Canon, etc (SX) re-manu-
factured fcr your laser printer New qual-
ty guaranteed 540!!! Call J H M Ser-
vices 834-2199 Save the environment
along with $S"
Get on board FERNALD'S EARLY COF-
FEE EXPRESS between 7 00 and 8 30
and buy your coffee at half price
Orono Thrift Shop-Wed 11 a m -4
pm, Sat 11 a m -2 pm From Main
take Pine, 2nd right to Birch
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL AT THE
BEAR'S DEN. Weekly TAILGATE PARTY
giveaway, 99 food specials start at 800
pm
Car Stereos, alarms-We carry Rock-
4ord, Fosqate Clarion, 1VC, more
Soundshapers-145 Elm St. Brewer
989-1889
Were back! Male & female strippers for
birthdays, fraternity, sorority & special
occasions Call Exotica 947- 4406
Available immediately for serious stu-
dent to share 2 bedroom apt, 5 min.
walk to campus, $220 Call 581-1331
Single room in 5 bedroom apt., 2
bath- $160 per mth includes heat, water,
sewer Only share 1/5 elect and phone
Available Jan 1st Call Ray at 827-4598.
Room for rent-3160 + utilities per
month, with lease, no pets, near
McDonalds 827-7450 
Female roommate needed to share 2
BR apt in Old Town Own room, quiet
location, must see Call 827-3312 
Share lovely quiet home in Orono-
Reasonable, great deal, phone, laundry,
ut lines incl Call Clara 866-3701
Beautiful rooms available Dec. 25-
Excellent Orono location, great value
Call Mike 945-6056
Park Place- 2 BR, 2 bath unit w/ full
basement now ready S600 heated 862-
2061
5 BR unit at Riverplex-Avatiable Jan 1,
$800 heated P I Realty Management
942-4815
Rooms for rent-Old Town 2 rooms
avail immed 1 room avail Jan 1 5200/
mo includ j,garet 827-3094
Discman & car adaptor. Call Bret 866-
7409
Wanted: Artwork for the Maine
Review We need your art' I For more
information call 581-8707
This Saturday night, get ready for the
uncontrollable rage of the senior bash
Come spill beer on your graduating
friends Stay tuned for location Pat C
Fiji Rat- I would like to take you up on
your offer I Lady on top
Don't forget to put a personal in for your
graduating friends'
4
